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APTER THE KAKATIYAS 

Chapter I : The Background. 

1. The first quarter of the 14th Century :-(A) 
The Political condition in Andhra Pradesh:—By the 
beginning of the 14th century, when in Uttarapatha 
i.e. North India, the “Struggle for Empire”1 between 
the Hindu and Muslim dynasties formed the unique 
feature, in Dakshinapatha, i.e. Deccan and South In¬ 
dia, the four major Hindu dynasties of the Yadavas of 
Devagiri and the Kakatiyas of Warangal in the north¬ 
ern segment and the Hoysalas of Dwarasamudra and 
the Pandyas of Madura in the southern half were ever 
alert, attempting at suzerainty over one another. The 
13th century was the age of the rise of these four 
Hindu Kingdoms on the ruins of the two large empires 
of the Cholas and the Chajukyas. Each of these king¬ 
doms continued the inherited traditions and'had several 
local feudatory dynasties under them. This state sys¬ 
tem continued but for occasional intrinsic struggles for 
power and ascendancy, until it experienced a severe 
shock from Outside consequent on the invasions and 
conquests by the Sultanate of Delhi.2 

Andhradeia, comprising the eastern Deccan was 
happy under the glorious rule of the Kakatiyas. Among 

1. R. C. Majumdar (Ed): The History and Culture of the Indiar 

people Vol. V. The Struggle for Empire £1957), preface p 47. 

2. K. A, Nilakantha Sastri; Sources of Indian History with specii * 

reference to South India p. 75. 
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the early Kakatiyas, Beta I had conflicts with Rajendra 
Chola I, whereas Prola I (A. D. 1043-68), Beta II 

(A. D. 1079-90), and Prola II owed allegiance to the 
later Chalukyas. After the death of Chalukya Vikra- 

maditya VI (A. D. 1126), Prola II set up independence 
and even captured the Chalukya emperor Tailapa III 

as prisoner (C. A. D. 1162) though subsequently set 
him at liberty. He cherished an ambition to establish 
an empire, realised by his successors Rudradeva I 

(A. D. 1158-95) and Ganapati (A. D. 1198-1261). 

The early expansion of the Kakatiyas was at the 

expense of the waning Eastern Chalukyas3. Rudradeva I 
established peace and order in the kingdom by A. D. 

1162 and brought the coastal area and Rayalaslma 
under him, till then under theVelanandu Chodas prop¬ 

ped by the Imperial Cholas. The more celebrated Gana- 
patideva entered into a long drawn struggle with the 

Hoysalas and the Pandyas. He succeeded in wresting 

the southern region upto Kanchi, the Bellary and Ana- 
ntapur regions from the Hoysalas and subsequently the 

Yadavas. Thus Ganapati blocked the Yadava expan¬ 
sion to the south-east and checked the Pandyan aggr^ 
sion to the north. After A. D. 1250, he suffered a 

a reverse in the hands of Jatavarman Sundara Faniya 

(A. D. 1251-68). Ganapati shifted the capital from 

Anumakonda to Warangal, encouraged trade and built 
temples. This enlightened emperor was the founder of 
the second Andhra Empire*, the first being the Andhra 
Satavahana Empire. 

J. W Haig (Ed) : The Cambridge History of India Vol. III. 

4* M. Rama Rao; Andhra through the Ages. 
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Rudramba (A. D. 1261-96), worthy successor of 

her father, had to confront the conflicts of king 
Mahadeva|(A.D. 1261-71) oftheYadavas and Ambadeva 

of the Kayasthas with capital at Vallurupattana. Her 
administration had been praised by Marco Polo, the 
Venetian traveller who visited Motupalli (A. D. I293)5. 

Prataparudra, the grandson and successor of Rudramba. 

associated in the government since A. D. 1290, had to 
take himself to the task of restoring the lost territories 

of the Kakatxyas. A powerful monarch and a contem¬ 
porary of equally imposing monarch, Ballala III (A.D. 

1291-1342), he dethroned Ambadeva and annexed his 

kingdom. His general Adidamma chastised and killed 
Manumagandagopala of the Telugu Chddas of Nellore. 

But his southward expansion had to suffer abeyance, 

as he had to prepare himself to confront the new dan¬ 
ger of Muslim invasions into his kingdom. Prata¬ 
parudra successfully beat back the first Khalji invasion 
(A. D. 1303) under Malik Fakrudin Juna‘. But his 

resistance to Malik Kaffir (A. D. 1309-10) was not 
successful and he had to conclude a treaty surrendering 

vast treasures. Subsequently, Prataparudra renewed 

his southern campaigns, wrested Nellore from Vija- 

yagandagopala, captured Kanchi by vanquishing 
Kerala Ravivarman and installed Manavira, his own 

protege, as governor. He proceeded triumphantly 
further south, conquered the country upto Trichinopoly 
from the Hoysalas and defeated a Paandyan monarch. 

He fought with Yadava Ramachandra. By his efforts, 

Prataparudra extended the Empire from the Godavari 

5. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri: The Foreign notices of South India. 

6. ■ He assumed the name of Mohammad Bin Tughiak when he became 

Sultan of Delhi. 
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to Trichinopoly and Medak to the sea. But he was not 
destined to enjoy this vast empire for long. 

For in A. D. 1321, Prataparudra had to withstand 
the first Tughlak invasion under Ulugh Khan7. After 

a resistance for six months he had to negotiate for 

peace. But in A. D. 1323, he had to face the second 
invasion under Ulugh Khan and became a victim- His 

capture by the enemy sounded the death-knell of the 

Kakatlya Empire and the sun had set in Andhradesa. 
On his way to Delhi as war prisoner, Prataparudra 

committed suicide on the bank of the river Somodb- 
hava8 i.e. Narmada and the independence and glory of 

Andhradesa had become things of the past. For, 

Muslim rule had replaced Kakatlya rule in Telingana 

and the entire humanity in AndhradeSa had to. groan 

under the new irreconcilable regime of the Muslims, 

(B) The General Conditions: (a) Alimihli, 
sfcratrdn J-Tof: ihmedy the evil dfe&ts of GankjratiV 

indiscriminate appointment bf membere of all coxri- 
mtihMes ’ as Nayakas, in the' administration of the 

Empire, Prataparudra had to undertake the reorgani¬ 
sation of the Nayankara system^. He appointed 
members of the Padmanayaka, that is, Velama comm¬ 
unity alone to these offices to the exclusion of members 

of other communities. This administrative reform of 
Prataparudra has been borne out by the fact that his 

1 > \ 

7- He son of Gh!y»suddxn Tughlak. 
_ . .•»%/, ‘ 

8, The Vilasa grant of PrOlaya Nayaka-Epigraphica Indica Vol. 32- 

pp. 83^-268. 

.accounts—Mackenzie Manuscripts 13-4—30 pp. 54.-60 

It gives a list of the NSyakas. 
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seventy-seven Nayakas of the Padma Nayaka comm¬ 

unity had become celebrated during his reign and 
after his death Kapaya Nayaka, a political successor 
was served by 75 Nayakas10. This overhauling of the 

administrative system, Prataparudra would have effec¬ 
ted during the early years of his reign (prior to A. D. 

1303) when he had internal peace and security. This 
Bahattari Niyogapaddhati in the administration, it is 

worthwhile noting, had been extended to temple 
administration as well as palace administration. 

Some of the prominent persons in the service of 
Prataparudra were Ambadeva, governor of Gandikota, 

his brother Tripur an taka governing Vallur, Uppara 
Malla ruling in Kumool, Manumagondagopala at 
Kanchi, Recharla Singama Nayaka who distinguished 

himself in the Pantjyan war and acquired the title 
Panchapandyadalavibhala, Gheraku Jagatjalu Maraya 

Ganapaya Reddi in the Nandigudem region11 (Guntur 

District), Katama.Re^di in Pakanadu region, Mallideva 
Maharaja in the Nellore region,, Induluri Annayadeva 

in the region between Warangal and Simhachalam12, 
Induluri Rudradeva in the east coast, Mahapradhani 

Bendapudi Annamarya, Vepeti Kommaya in charge of 

Kammanadu, Mummadi Mallaya governing southern 
country from Pedakallu, Mahapradhani Muppidi 

Nayaka, the viceroy at Nellore13, Devari Nayani, the 

io. Kaluvacheru (Aryava^am) grant (A.D. 1+23) of Anitalli—Bharati 

vol. 21—ntf. 6 pp. S5i- 

ix. A. R. B. 296 af 1921. 

12. M. Rama Rao (Ed) : Kakatlya Saacfaika Appendix pp. 13— 

13. Butterworth and Venugopal Ghetty (Ed) : Inscription in Nello*« 

District—Kandukuri No- .1, Nellore—No. 8o, Opgalcr—No, 87. 

(2) 
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governor of Macherla, Gonkaya Reddi, the governor of 
Gandikota, Maraya Sahini, Komma Nayadu, the gov¬ 

ernor of Mulikinadu, Nagaya Gannaya and Nagaya 

Machaya and Peda Mallana in'charge of Bendaptidi 
fortress14. 

(b) EconomyTo augment fresh sources of 

revenue and in the interests of the people, Prataparudra 
built new villages, cultivated fresh lands, dug new 

tanks, conducted land survey and imposed 

new taxes, (1) New villagesWhen Prataparudra 
visited the Saivaite temples at &risailam and Tripuran- 

takam, he thought of forest reclamation. He ordered 

for the clearance of large tracts of forests and construc¬ 
tion of villages in this region. H also visited Gandi¬ 

kota. Prataparudra constituted the newly reclaimed 
region into a Nayankara and entrusted its governance 
to Mahapradhani Videmu Kommaya Nayhka15. Among 

the subordinates, Peddi Nay aka and GhoderSya14 

carried on the behests of Ambadfeva, and the latter 
built many villages, named Ambaptira and founded 
the agraharas of Ambapura and Buddhadivarapadu. 

(2) Agrfcultur^ ^e^0|rri^^:TT«^hile ^^^ 
ttn-e! was fBpewagqd 

^ltH#Jprs Jseyei^ljSasfe were, -i^^can^s bx^^p^ 
emba»kn$ent%were; to fac^lit^te cultivation. 
Peddinayaka built several tanks bearing the name 

A^bas?||pjdr^,.whfT^,K^^ of Proli built two 
tanks called Ambasamudra at Odili and Utukuru. 

14* Lec$I,:Rtaco®da—VoL XJX p. 81. 

Records Voli XVI; p. ,38a 

%Manmcri^s 15-3—8 p. 67 no. 2. 
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Ambadeva himself repaired a tank at Utukuru. Under 
his orders Peddi Nayaka dug a canal called Rayasa- 
hasramallakaluva at Lembaka, another called Ganda- 

pendarakaluva at Tadapaka whereas Katama Reddi 
constructed a canal called Rayashasnamallakaluva 

from Antaraganga and another called Gandapendara 

Kaluva at Tadapaka. Ambadeva himself raised an 
embankment on the southern side of the Gheyyeru to 

prevent the danger from floods to the temple of Para- 
suramx^vara at Attirala1'1. (3) Revenue :-For assess¬ 

ment of revenuea land surveys were conducted in 

different regions from time to time. At the orders of 

Ambadeva, his officials Peddi Nayaka and Khanderaya 
carried on a land survey of Pottapinadu1*. On the 
other hand, feeling the pulse of the people unpleasant 

taxes were abolished as the occasions demanded. For 
instance, in A. D. 1290 Ambadeva himself remitted 

taxes on villages in the Tripurantakam region. Whereas 
in A. D. 1304 Gandapendara Tippaya granted Varri- 
kunta with all taxes in A. D. 1309 Prataparudra issued 

a proclamation to the Mahajanas of Nandalur remitting 

unjust taxes1*. The progress of trade is attested by the 
fair condition of merchant guilds and overseas trade at 
ports like Motupalle, whereas the prosperity of the 
Kakatlya Empire is attested by gold coinage. For 

17. A. R. E. 406 of 19*1. * 1 

■ 'V : '■ ■ 1 ■ . - l ' 

18. V. Yasoda Dpi : The Kfistoty of Andhra country(A-D. 1000-1500) 

^^ i Subsidiary dyn^tt^p—J., A* M. R. Sf Vol. 25 p. 105. ,, _ # _ 

19. Compare with the earlier trade charter ^A. D. 1244 J of Gaijapati 
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instance the gold coins20 of Ambadeva bearing a boar 
with two lotuses and the title Eruvadisapatta. 

(c) Society :—(1) The caste system :—The 
institution of caste with all its social and economic 

implications held its ground almost universally whereas 

the upholding of the society organised on caste basis 
was considered the primary duty of the ruler. The 

observance of caste rules account for the prevalence, of 
social exclusiveness among different sections of people, 
for instance in food and marriage, and also for coope¬ 
ration in common concerns e.g. temple administration, 

regulation of land and irrigation rights in villages, and 
local administration. As the emphasis was on per¬ 

formance: of duties incumbent to an. individual’s: station 

than rights of individual and iiijs group, ,th^;,general 
atiposphepe was one.pfsecial ^harmony and copteaxt' 

ipent, of the preyail^g, order,iwhij%the castes JjyfdxW 

separate,flowed 
their own peculiar customs and.h'ahiits 
engaged iu tilling thei;SoU afld rnannnl 
hamlets outside the village limits. .si;. 

In society, the Brahmin occupied a highly respec¬ 
ted position. Whereas some Brahmins entered state 
service, civil and army; majority of Brahmins were 
given to a life of religious and literary pursuits in agra- 
haras. Devoted to social welfare, they set the pattern 

in ethical and religious conduct for the other castes and 

classes in daily Bfe. According to Sir Charles Eliot, 
“The intellectual superiority of the Brahmins as a caste 

^- ‘ 

20. Indian Antiquary voL 56 p. 191 • Proceedings of 4th All India 

Oriental Conference p. 149. 
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was sufficiently real to ensure its acceptance and in 

politics they had the good sense to rule by serving to be 

ministers and not kings. In theory, and to a conside¬ 

rable extent in practice, the Brahmins and their gods 
are not an imperium in imperio but an imperium super 

imperium”.Sl Though lapses among the Brahmins 

resulted in the revoltive movements e.g. the Viragaiva, 

as a protest against their supreme position in society, 
as a rule they proved worthy of their trust, which the 

rest of the community acknowledged with devotion. 

2. A change from the Brahmin predominance to 

non-Brahmin predominance A certain amount of 
laxity in the caste system and the ethical standards of 

the two higher castes, namely the Brahmins and the 
Kshatriyas, led to the mobility of castes from horizon¬ 

tal plane to vertical position and thb emergence of the 

two lower castes, namely the VaiSyas and the !§udras 
as a power to be reckoned with, particularly the f^udra 

community. The changing phenomenon in the Var— 
na^ramadharma, which was regarded as the incum¬ 

bent duty of.the king, turned the scales thus bringing 

to the top the non-Brahmins, predominantly the Sudras 
as rulers22. For instance, the reform of Prataparudra 

entrusting the entire administration to the PadmanS- 
yaks solely to the exclusion of members of other com¬ 

munities. 

3. Revolution in religion by the Vlra&aiva move¬ 

ment Of the two main religions and their offshoots 

21. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri: A History of South India (1958) Madras 

p. 308. 

i- Vii ■ • , .■ ■ , ' . /f \ I'"'!., ‘ "v * *- ! 

22. Foi instance, the Velaxnas, the Reg$£s etc. 

(3) . 
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namely Vaishnavism and 6aivism, in Andhradega in 

the reign of Prataparudra, Saivistn influenced by 
Vaishnavism, and accelerating the decadent Jainism 

and Buddhism had come to stay as the religion of the 
people. The main developments in Saivism were the 
&aiva Siddhanta Philosophy23 in Tamilnadu, and Vira- 

gaivism or Lingayat cult in the Karnataka and Andhra- 

de§a. Viraiaivism21 founded by Basavelwara, the 
Prime Minister of Kalachuri Bijjala of Kalyani (A.D. 

J. 156) has the two basic principles of importance of 

monastic life and complete social and religious equality 
among various sects, owing to the impact of Jainism 

and Islam. The Virasaivas or the Lingayats regard 
Siva as supreme God and worship Him and none else. 

From the 12th century onwards in AndhradeSa, Vira- 
gaivism propagating more and more sectarian outlook 

among the people, became an important factor in the 
religious life of the Andhras. Several of the poets of 
the period spread the faith through thekLi.^orks 

whereas religious preachers preached it inea&ylfgg^agfi 
ip. the peach, of the pqpphipg, , Thg. P^sditatraya^rl- 

papL,(^danch,aaa diseq>lps of 

B^spva in, Apdhppd#^ has given an 
C^Ph^tipq <^'|yirpi^;M|f^|ilshf8;di'^atatvasara in about 

fe WjW ypr^OT.^rwj.e^oda^ a pupil of Malli- 
karjuna in his Kumarasambhava, based on the theme 

of Kalidasa and Udbhata, drew upon Saiva literature, 
tPK@f^aA’rPil&u4fcl! '■ Sbriiahatha, a contempbrary of 

■gtOofjgflb fhAt huu i‘.tn '»>: (i: ! . , •„ ...1 

23. Based on Agamas. 

M- On toe" basis of 28 Saiva agamas. The Viras‘aivas or Lingayats 

pay reverence to 03 

Basava and his chief desciples* 

ix»yajuais t 'Uurj / 
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Prataparudra was a strong champion of Vlra^aivism 

propagating it by his writings and disputation. His 

important works namely Panditaradhya Charitra, Basa- 

vapurana and Anubhavasara and Vrishadhipa Pataka 
attest to his popularity and devotion to his faith. 

The Aradhya Saivism, a variant of Vira^aivism, 
was a rebel child. It had its birth in the refusal of 

Mallikarjuna Pandita to accept Basava’s rejection of the 

Veda and renunciation of caste. Followers of Malli¬ 
karjuna Panditaradhya in Andhradesa came to be 

known as Aradhyas and their cult as Aradhya Shai¬ 
vism2*. Amicable _relations prevailed between the 
Lingayats and the Aradhya Saivas for both 'the sects 

•could overcome their minor differences and join hands 
in the movement for liberation fighting the Muslims 

and thus paving the way for the emergence of the 
Empire of Vijayanagar. 

The Vlr§aiva movement brought about a revolu¬ 

tion in religion by levelling distinctions of caste and 

differences of class and community by stratification 
through mass appeal2*. For this propagation the 
medium of easy flowing Telugu vernacular was chosen 

as substitute for high flown Sanskritised Telugu idioni. 
The spirit'of resistance developed under the 1 influence 

■of-strung Hindu revival under the Lingayats a»d -the 
Airadhyas became one of the major factors which sub- 

sequently saved the Hindu faith and political indepen* - 

-ItiH—,.-—■- -..Cl'-1-'" ■' ' 'VC " •- 

25. V. Yasoda Devi : The History of AndhYadesa (A.'A 1000-1500)— 

Journal of; Aa&bra! Historical' Rese&reh Society,! voL 26 pM €7. 

26. Compare earlier movement ofVira Vaisbaasrism with eiopiliatf1' teneiB 

e.g.in Paln8$. 
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dence from a new crisis, namely Muslim rule, though 

of short duration which Hindu society had to face in 

South India. 

4. Personality of Andhrade^a :—What is typical 

of Andhra in manifold aspects namely territory, adm¬ 

inistration, religion, literature, art and architecture had 
become settled. The new Andhra spirit of national 
consciousness27 which had been growing slowly and 

steadily since the age of Nannaya (11th century), per¬ 
vaded throughout Andhradesa in the latter half of the 

12th century and found robust expression in the age of 
Ganapati and Tikkana. The term Andhra frequently 

used in this period connoted not merely Vengi as in 
the earlier ages but the entire region inhabited by the 

Telugu speaking population. The term Andhra sym¬ 
bolised the country, the people and Andhranare^vara 

was the king of the Andhras and Andhradesa. Thus 
race consciousness was awakened and liad shapened 

itself. For Tikkana Somayaji refers toAfedbrSi popu¬ 
lace*' whereas subsequently Vidyanatha f-ooatiaWgB *tfee 
new spirit when heraentions Andhraksbmifetoklfefeatoh, 

Andhrakshmadhl^vara and Trili^g^e^ap^ameiw^* 
The new spirit which pervaded in the early Kakatlya 

period gave a fillip to the phenomenal success of Gana¬ 
pati against Kafing^ in thenorth and Kanchi in the sou¬ 

th. Since then for. more than aceptury till the close of the 
Kakatlya rule, the monarchs had full sway o\er the 

27. M. Somaaekhara Sanaa : A Forgotten chapter of Ar dhra History 

|i^Jl Waltair p. 2. , 

28. Mahabharata VldMaparva. canto I. verse 30. 

Prakaraaa. ■ ■ 
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entire AndhradeSa. Bidar and Kaulas in the west, 
Simhachalam and Mahendrachalas in the north and 
the east, Kanchi and Vallur near Gandikota in the 

south were the limits of the Kakatlya Empire. As for 
its green condition which became the envy of the Mus¬ 

lim invaders, Muslim historians attest. Abdulla Wassaf 
(in the beginning of the 14th century) states thus 

“This country was populous and replete with every 
kind of wealth and contained more than 30,000 tracts 
of country”.3* The Muslim chroniclers call it Tillinga, 

Telinga and Telingana and its capital “Arangal”. “On 

all sides of it (Arangal) for the distance of two miles 
there were fountains, and gardens, calculated to gratify 
those who are in search of pleasure. All its fruits were 
mangoes, plantains and jacks.... All the flavours....were 

Hindu the Champa, Keora and Jasmine”.*1 

5. The Reign of Prataparudra, marking the 

climax of the glory of the Empire:—A great warrior 
and wise statesman, Prataparudra’s conquests in the 

south and economic development of the barren tracts 
enhanced the prosperity of the extensive Empire. His 
capital, Warangal had developed into a celebrated 

centre of the cultural activities of the Empire and his 
court became the haven of poets, scholars* artists, and 
dancers. The monarch liberally patronised all persons 
with talent and literary and traditional sources shower 

glowing tributes for this quality of his. 

2p. Elliot and Dawson ; A history of India as told by its own histo¬ 

rians Vol. Ill p. 49- 

31. Amir Khusru—Elliot and Dawson : A histoiy of India as told bj 

its own historians vol. Ill p. 559- 

(4) 
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Many Sanskrit and Telugu poets flourished in the 

Empire and wrote valuable works. Some of them 
were as follows:—Sakalya Malla alias Sakavelli Malli- 
karjuna Bhatfca who composed Niroshthyaramayana, 

Agastya, the author of seventy-seven Kavyas of which 

Balabharata is well known, Gangadhara who dramatised 
Mahabharata story, Narasimha, the author of Kadam- 

bari drama, Vigvanatha who wrote Saugandhikapaha- 
rana at the instance of the king, Virabhallata DeSika, 

an adept in the Isiastras, Appayarya who completed the 

Jaina work Jinendrakalyanabhyudaya (A. D. 1310), 
Kolachalam Mallinatha, a celebrated scholar and 

performer of Satavadhana and Vidyanatha the author 
of Prataparudra Yasobhashana, an authoritative work 

on rhetoric in Sanskrit, giving illustrations from the life 
of Prataparudra and his ancestors and dedicated to him. 

Among the Telugu poets figure Marana, the disciple of 
Tikkana SSmayaji and author of MarkandSyapurana in 
dedication to Nagaya Ganna, a general of Prataparu¬ 

dra, Bhaskara, the author of celebrated Ramayana in 
Telugu along with his son, a disciple and a friend in 
dedication to Sahini Mara, cavalry officer of the 
kings*. 

Kakatiya art is typical of Andhra nationalism, for 

Kakatlya temples possess several peculiar and interes¬ 

ting features and constitute a distinct group illustrating 
the evolution of an important style of architecture. 
The temples at Hanumakonda, Warangal, Palampeta, 
Ghanapur, Katachpur, Jakaram, Panagal, Tripuran- 
takafn and Piflalamarri are representative ofthe Kaka- 

34. Mi Rama Rao: The Rakatiyas of Warangal (1952), Hyderabad 

p. 99. ' 
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tlya style of architecture.33 The temples of the reign 

of Prataparudra are at Pedakallepalle, Pinnali, Motu- 

palli, and Panagallu.3* Taking a comprehensive view, 

no doubt, the age of the Kakatlyas constitutes a most 
formative period in the history of AndhradeSa, a 

prelude to the fortchoming effloressence under the 
Reddis of Kondavldu and Rajahmundry and the 

Velamas of Rachakonda and Devarakonda 

33. M. Rama Rao: Select Kakatlya Temple* (1966),pp. 99-104. 

34* tyl. Rama Rao : Select Kakatiya Temples. Appendix-^Lisfc 

Kakatiya Temples. 



CHAPTER II 

The Foreign Invasions into Andhrade^a. 

1. The Sultanate of Delhi:—Founded towards 

the close of the 12th century, the Sultanate of Delhi 
for a hundred years thereafter had to confine its atten¬ 

tion solely to North India. The notion of subjugating 

the Deccan and the land beyond started with the 

Khalijis, for the Khalji Sultans of Delhi, subsequent 

to consolidation of their power in North India, began 

to cast their covetous eyes on South India and, in this 

policy, they were devotedly followed by the Tughlaks. 
To begin with, the motive of southern expeditions was 

plunder only, but in its wake followed the objectives of 

the spread of Islamic faith and terriotorial conquest. 

2. The Khalji invasions :—The Muslim chroni¬ 
clers speak of five invasions into Telingana, three under 
the Khaljis and two under the Tughlaks ranging from 
A. D. 1303 to 1323 whereas the indigenous sources 
refer to eight invasions3' of which the first seven were 
repulsed and the last proved fatal for the Andhras. 

But the Muslim writers speak of only two failures for 
the Muslims. 

(a) In A. D. 1303 the Kakatlya Empire experi¬ 
enced the first shock of a Muslim invasion. In that 
year Alauddin Khalji tempted by the fabulous wealth 
of the kingdoms beyond the Vindhyas of which he had 
tasted inA. D. 1296 at Devagiri, sent a vast army 

JS" Vilasa grant of PiOlaya Nay aka—Epigraph ia Indica Vol. XXXII 

pp. 239—268. 
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under the lead of Malik Fakruddln Jiina and Malik 

Jhaju of Karra against Telingana. Several of the 
Muslim historians do not refer to this invasion : while 

Ferishta refers to it in connection with the Sultan’s 
seige of Ghittoor, Yahya Bln Ahmad and Bedauni con¬ 
fuse it with the later expedition commanded by Malik 
Kafur. It is stated that the army marched through 
Bengal and suffered a disaster on the way. Zia-uddin 

Baranr16 states that the rainy season had set in by the 
time the army reached Warangal and therefore it was 
greatly reduced in numbers. This explanation is not 

satisfactory and the disaster was not due to natural 

causes but to the valour of the Kakatiya forces. For, an 
inscription (A.D. 1304-5) at Warangal mentions victo¬ 

ries of two Kakatiya subordinates over the Muslims; 
Potuganti Maili is said to have obtained a victory over 
the Turushkas of Delhi in a battle near Upparapalle, 

whereas Venna, a subordinate of the Velugoti family 
had scored a victory over the Muslims. These referen¬ 
ces37 show that there was a serious engagement between 

the Kakatiya subordinates and the invaders at Uppara¬ 

palle and the Muslims were routed in the fight. This 
defeat of the Muslims was a severe blow to the prestige 

of the Delhi Sultanate in the Deccan and in its turn 

encouraged Sangamadeva of Devagiri to rebel. 

(b) The success of Malik Kafur’s expedition 

against Devagiri, in addition to Alauddin’s desire to 

36. Tartkhi Firuz ShShi—Elliot and Dowson : A history of India as 

told by its own historians, Vol, III p. 189. 

37. N. Venkataramanayya : The early Muslim Expansion in South 

India—p. 25 note 23; 

N. Venkataramanayya (Ed): Velugdpivari vamiSv^i P- 25. 

(5) 
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avenge the reverse suffered by his forces at Warangal as 

well as the escape of Ray Karan of Gujarat when cha¬ 
sed by Ulugh Khan, first to Devagiri and then to War¬ 

angal shapened itself in the second invasion against 
Telingana, Alauddin assembled a large army in A.D. 

1309 and under the command of Malik Kafur sent it 

against Prataparudra38. Malik Kafur instructed by 
his master to concentrate on acquisition of the wealth 
of Prataparudra and as an alternative to bring him to 

Delhi as a captive, with his army marched to Devagiri, 

relaxed there for one week, resumed the march, and 

passing through the wild country suffering many hard¬ 

ships reached Sirhur in the Kakatiya Empire. He 
captured it by fire and sword. This news reached 
Prataparudra who mustered all his forces in the capital 
to defend against Malik Kafur. The Muslim army 

reached Kunarbal, in the vicinity of Warangal, where¬ 
as a detachment took possession of the hill of Anuma- 

konda, a position of vantage from which the gardens 

and buildings of the Kakatiya Empire bould be viewed. 

With the invading army stationed around the fort, the 
siege was begun on 19th January, 1310. The defend 
ders of the fort made desperate efforts' of resistaaiileb 

Their sudden night raid proved ineffective. The outer 
mud wall was very strong and did not give way to 
common fire; then it was .severely battered with stones 

and one face o^jt completely destroyed. . Through 
breaches made in several places the Muslim army 
rushed in and subsequently attacked the inner wall 
built of stone. In the meanwhile, people outside the 

.if u’ ,Mi. . . . : 

38. N. Venkataramanayya: The early Muslim expansion in South 

Iu#ia p* 28 note 27. 
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fort cut the communications and isolated the invaders. 
Now with vengeance Malik Kafur pressed the siege 
vigorously and inflicted great damage. As there was 

terrible overcrowding within the fort, to stay imminent 
destruction Prataparudra offered to surrender his total 
wealth and pay annual tribute to the Sultan of Delhi. 

Thus when Prataparudra complied with his demands, 

Malik Kafur raised the siege on March 19, and started 
on return March to Delhi. He carried the riches pre¬ 

sented by Prataparudra on one thousand camels, besi¬ 
des three hundred elephants, seven thousand houses, 
money and jewellery. 

(c) Malik Kafur, sent by Alauddin to the south to 

conquer more territory, on his way to Karnataka mar¬ 
ched along the western border of the Kakatlya Empire 
and vanquished Ballala IIP*. This may be considered 
as the third invasion into the Kakatlya kingdom, accord¬ 

ing to the Hindu sources. 

(d) During another campaign into South India 

when he captured Madura and ravaged the Pandyan 
territory, Malik Kafur, this,time is said to have haras¬ 
sed the southern border of the Kakatlya Empire1®. 

Hence this may be reckoned as the fourth Muslim 

invasion against the Kakatiyas. 

(e) Prataparudra is said to have implemented the 
agreement with Malik Kafur in good faith for several 

year^..:,.But when Alauddin passed away in A. D. 1316 

and tjhe struggle for succession followed, taking adyan- 

39, W. Haig (Ed) ; Cambridge History of India Vol* III p* nS. 

40. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri: The PSnflyan kingdom, p. an. 
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tage of the situation at Delhi, Marapaladeva of Deva— 
giri proclaimed independence whereas Prataparudra 
withheld the payment of tribute to Delhi. At last 
when Kutubuddin Mubarak, son of Alauddin occupied 
the throne of Delhi, he marched to Devagiri in person 
and sent an expedition against Warangal under general 
Khusrau Khan. According to Amir Khusru, the gene¬ 
ral had to face stubborn resistance at Warangal and 
was about to capture the capital and its ruler but was 
prevented from doing so by the unconditional surren¬ 
der by Prataparudra of his entire wealth, cession of 
five districts and promise to pay annual tribute. Ismay41, 
another Muslim author does not speak of any resistance 
but simply states that Prataparudra paid up the arrears 
of tribute when Khusru Khan appeared at Warangal. 
Perhaps this account reflects the truth because at the 
time Prataparudra’s armies were far away on the 
southern border of the Empire fighting with Kumara 
Rama, the ruler of Kampili. So PratSpjtrudra would 
have thought it prudent to pacify the Muslim general. 

3. The Tughlak invasions The Khaljis were 
replaced by the Tughlaks in A. D. 1320 when Ghiya- 
suddin Tughlak became the Sultan of Delhi. Ghiyasud- 
din introduced a change in the Deccan policy of the 
Sultanate namely the change in the goal from acquisi¬ 
tion of wealth to territorial aggrandisement and con¬ 
quest. 

(a) The first Tughlak invasion into the Kakatlya 
Empire was in A. D. 1321. This was punitive in 

41. N. Venkata rkmanayya : Early Muslim Expansion into South India 

p. 85 note 13- 
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nature, for Prataparudra since the fall of the Khaljis 

had not paid tribute. Besides he reoccupied Bedarkot 

and other places formerly ceded to the Khalji general 
Khusru Khan42. Now Ghiyasuddin collected a large 

army and several skilled generals from different parts 

of his. Empire and placed them under the command of 

his son, prince Juna Khan entitled Ulugh Khan. He 
commanded Juna Khan to undertake an expedition 

against Warangal, the most powerful and wealthy state 

in the south. The Muslim historians are unusually 
vague in their descriptions of this expedition. Zia 

Uddin Barani43 states that the Delhi army marched 
straight to Warangal, encountered opposition and laid 

siege to the fort. When the mud wall was almost taken, 
Prataparudra submitted, but the invader rejected the 

offer as he was determined to capture the king and his 
capital. Just then a false rumour was set afloat to the 

effect that Sultan Ghiayasuddin passed away, his gov¬ 
ernment had been overthrown, and a new prince sat on 
the throne of Delhi. This naturally created dissensions 

in Muslim camp. An astrologer named Ubaid propa¬ 
gated a mischievous campaign which created suspicion 

and jealousy among the generals of the army. The 

result was that Ulugh Khan was suddenly deserted by 
his generals. Thus having no other alternative he had 
to retreat to Devagiri harassed throughout the march 

by the enemy. By that time Malik Tamar and Malik 
Tigin of Oudh perished and the skin of the latter was 

sent to Ulugh Klian at Devagiri. 

42. J. Briggs (Ed) Ferishta : Rise of Muhammadan power in India 

Vol. I p. 405. 

43. Talkhi Firuz ShShi—Elliot and Dowson (Ed) : A history of India 

as told by its own historians Vol. Ill p. 233. 

(6) 
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The Hindu sources, namely inscriptions and litera¬ 

ture furnish interesting details about this campaign and 
show that the Kakatiya forces inflicted a crushing 
defeat on the invaders on this occasion. Kolani Rudra- 

deva, a Kakatiya subordinate protected the Kalukota 
and inflicted many reverses on the enemy44. His celeb¬ 
rated uncle Annayadeva4* guarded the stone wall with 

great skill and valour. Thus the Muslim army had to 
deal with stiff resistance and could achieve no result in 
spite of the prolonged siege of over eight months. 
Kotagiri, one of the strong holds of the Empire, was 

similarly besieged but in vain.** Besides, a chieftain of 

the RaveUa family plundered the baggage of Ulugh 
Khan while he was retreating. In this manner, the 

sixth Muslim invasion of the Kakatiya Empire proved 

disastrous for the invaders and a victory for the defen¬ 

ders. ■ > ■ ■ • 

(b) The second Tughlak invasion against, Tel|p,-v 
gapa in A.D. 1323 which; pro vedfatal to the Kakatlyas, 

owes its genesis to the enragement of Ghiyasuddin 

Tughlak when he received the news of the defeat of his 
armies earlier in the hands of the Kakatiyas. With a 
few to retrieve the lost honour and prestige, Ghiyasuddin 

speedily gathered strong reinforcements and sent them 
to Ulugh Khan commanding him to lead another expe¬ 
dition against Warangal and thus wreak vengeance for 
the earlier defeat. Hence within four months after his 

44, Kolani Adiga^apatideva : SivayOgasara verse 56—Kakatiya Saru- 

chika—Appendix p. 16. 

— — / __ 

45* Kolani Adigagapatideva : SivayOgasara verse 42. 

4<S. Mackenzie Manuscripts 15—4-3, p. 101, 
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disastrous defeat, Ulugh Khaan set out for the Telugu 

country. Taking Bidar and Bodhan on the way, he 

marched rapidly and laid siege to Warangal. Pratapa- 

rudra was quite unprepared for this, “and concentrated 
all the available forces within the fort. During the five 

months of the siege operations, Prataparudra offered 
stiff resistance. Then Ulugh Khan prosecuted the siege 
more vigorously, captured the outer and inner walls 
of the fort. Inmates of the fort ran short of supplies 

and were reduced to desperate condition. Prataparudra 
realising that fortune favoured the enemy, to eliminate 

any more distinction decided to yield. He with his 

family was taken prisoner and sent to Delhi under escort 
of Malik Bedar entitled Rader Khan and Khwaja Haji, 

the Deputy Muster Master of the Empire, both trusted 
Officers of Ulugh Khan47. 

(c) Results:—Thus, after subjugation of the 
Maratha kingdom of Devagiri, the weight of the Mus¬ 
lim invasions to the south fell on the Kakatiya king¬ 

dom. The Kakatiyas resisted with all their might but 
the frequency of the Muslim invasions broke the 

morale of the Hindus which easily paved the way for 

the success of the Muslims. Traditional accounts1* 
which mention the ultimate defeat and captivity of 
Prataparudra give a different version- They say that 
Ulugh Khan suffered severe reverses and was on the 

verge of the defeat, when serious differences cropped 
up in the Hindu camp between the Padmanayaks and 
other Nayaks, and part of the Kakatiya army retired 

47. Shahi Siraj Afif, Tarikhi Firuz Shahi—Elliot and Dowion (Ed) : A' 

History of India as told by its own historians -Vol. Ill pr £67. 

48. Pratapacharitramu pp. 70, 7*> 75 and 76. - - * -- * » 
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from the battlefield. So the others, though fought bra¬ 

vely, were being defeated by superior numbers of the 
enemy. Then Prataparudra rushed to the rescue of his 

men. Then according to a pre-arranged plan, he was 

intercepted by Ulugh Khan, captured and sent secretly 

to Delhi as a prisoner. 

(d) End of Prataparudra :—There is discrepency 

among the sources regarding the ultimate fate of Prata¬ 

parudra. The Muslim chroniclers say that Prataparu¬ 

dra died on the way to Delhi. Traditional acconts state 

that Prataparudra reached Delhi, was honoured by the 

Sultan and sent back to his kingdom with rich presents. 

Similar treatment meted out earlier by the Delhi 
Emperor to Ramachandra, the yadava king of Devagiri, 

suggests that this was quite possible. Another fact 
pointing to the possibility is the title Rayabandlvimo- 
chaka4" borne by Recharla Singama Nayaka, a Pad- 
manayaka general of Prataparudra. 1 As Prataparudra 
was never captured on any eaflieroceasidn, the title 

may he connected with his liberation from captivity in 
A.D. 1324. The traditional accounts further State1 that 

the king returned to his dominion. Spent a few day# ia# 

Kajegvaram on the bank of the Godavari and died 
there in (15) peace. The Kaluvacheru inscription of 
AnitaUi*® mentions that “Prataparudra went to heaven 

as a free man” , An inscription51 of Induluri Rudra- 
deva at Santamagulur (A.D. 1326) mentions that 

Prataparudradeva was ruling all the time. But the 

49* N. Venkataramanayya (Ed) ; VelugOtivari Vam§ava]i- 

50. Bhaiati Vol. zi no. 6 p. $$3. 

51* A- R. B. 308 of 1915. 
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Vilasa grant'2 of Prolayanayaka states specifically that 

Prataparudradeva died on the bank of the Narmada 

while he was being taken to Delhi. 

No doubt the Hindu version supplied by the Vilasa 
grant is more trustworthy than the versions in the 

Muslim chronicles because it admits that the last inva¬ 
sion was a thorough success to the Muslims and states 
that Prataparudra was taken captive and sent to Delhi 
but did not reach the imperial capital Delhi but com¬ 
mitted suicide on the bank of the river Somodhbhava 

(Narmada) on the route to Delhi. This Prataparudra 
would have resorted to overcome by grief and humilia¬ 
tion. This import is suggested in the Kaluvachevu 
grant, which states that Prataparudra departed to the 

world of gods at his own free will. This fact gets 
corroboration from one of the Muslim chroniclers called 

Shamsi Siraj Afif, the author of Tarlkhi Firuz Shahi 
where he says that Sultan Muhammad sent the Ray 

of Telingana to Delhi and he died on the road‘3. 

(e) End of the Kakatiya Empire:—With the end 
of Prataparudra and the subjection of \Varangal by the 

Tughlaks, the sun of independence set over the laud of 
the Andhras. Telingana was annexed to the Empire 
of Delhi as a province and Warangal or Andhranagara 
was rechristened as Sultanpur and entrusted to the 

charge of a military general as viceroy. 

53. Epigraphia Indica Vol. 3* PP- 339—268* 

53* Elliot and Dawson , A hiftory o£ fold by iQ histo-* 

rians. VoL III p. 3^7* 

V) 



CHAPTER HI 

The Liberation Movement (A.D.l329-36). 

1. Early Muslim expansion and consolidation in 
Andhra desa .-After the capture of Prataparudra War- 

angal and Telingana lay at the feet of the conqueror 

Ulugh Khan. As most of the Kakatlya generals and 

the army were destroyed during the siege, Ulugh Khan 

taking advantage of the hopeless condition of the 
Kakatlya Empire, carried on some more campaigns for 
thorough subjugation. 

(a) Gutti and Kunti:-The Muslim chronicler 
Ismay54 mentions that Ulugh Khan conquered Gutti and 

Kunti and washed his sword in the ocean. The Gutti 
region at the time was under Jagatapi Gangayadeva of 
the Telugu chodas. This subjugation must have taken 
place soon after the fall of Warangal in A.D. 1323; for 

Gangayadeva is found waging war against the Raya of 
Kampdi as a subordinate of the Sultan of Delhi appa¬ 
rently in A.D.1327, the date of the first Muslim hivaf2 
sion against Kampili. 

(b) Nellore region :-The Mabar region extending 
from Nilawar (Nellore) in the east to Kulam (Quilion) 

in the west was the target of Muslim invasions. In 

1321, the Sultan commanded Ulugh Khan to invade 
Mabar, but he could not proceed beyond Telingana, 

54* FiEti^-ii9»Salatm p. 29. 

SSi N.« V^te*Mkininaiyy^ .Early Muslim Expansion in South In<Ju> 

’ ■ • .. 
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due to his defeat at Warangal. The conquest of 
Madura and the capture of the Pandyan king in A.D. 

1323 by Athi Sulthan and Malik Nemi is mentioned in 

a Pandyan chronicle which implies the Muslim conqu¬ 
est of Nellore.*5 This is supported by a Telugu Chatu- 
verse in thirteen lines and assignable to the latter half 

of the I4th century as it was addressed to king Sangama 

of Nellore that is prince Sangama II, son of Kampana 

I of the Sangama dynasty of Vijayanagar. The verse 
refers to the kings who had successively held sway over 

Nellore from the time of Tirukajadeva to the time of 
Sangama and says that Turuka ruled Nellore immedia¬ 

tely after the rule of Muppadi i.e. Muppidi Nayaka, a 
celebrated minister and general of Prataparudra56. As 

Muppidi Nayaka’s inscriptions57 are found in Nellore 
till A.D. 1314-15, the Turuka rule must refer to the 

Muslim rule after the conquest of Warangal. So, 

Ulugh khan led an expedition into the southern pro¬ 

vinces of the Kakatlya Empire and conquered them. 

(c) Rajahmundry region :-Ulugh Khan’s march 

northwards along the east coast from Nellore to Rajah¬ 
mundry and annexation of the region by A.D.1324 is 

attested by inscriptional as well as numismatic evidence. 

For, the Persian epigraph** of Ghiyasuddin Tughlak 
inscribed on the main gateway of the big mosque at 

Rajahmundry records the construction of the mosque 

56. M. Somasakhara Sarma : A Forgotten chapter of Andhra History 

p. 18—footnote 3a. 

57. Buttcrworth and Venugopal Ghetty : Inscriptions in Nellore Dis¬ 

trict Vol. II Nellore No 8o» 

58. Epigraphia Indo -Moslemica 1923 >24 pp. 13-14. 
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by Salar Ulwi, a servant of Ulugh Khan which runs 

thus-“(It) is the abode of God. During the reign of 

the great Sultan Ghiyathu’d Dunya (Waddin)...Abu’ 

(1 Muzaffar) Tughlak Shah, the Sultan (may God 

perpetuate his kingdom and sovereignty and elevate 
his authority and dignity!) and during the ever increa¬ 

sing prosperity (i.e. prosperous regime) of the Khan of 

the World, Ulugh Khan, the humble servant soliciting 

the mercy of God.Salar (?) Ulvi built this mosque 

on the 20th of the auspicious month of Ramazan (may 

its blessings be universal!) in 724 H (Monday, 10th 

September 1321-A.Di). A few coins59 of Ghiyasuddin 
Tughlak found in a village in Ellore Taluk ranging 
from A.D. 1322 to 1326 (722 H to 726 H) show that 

the Sultan’s coins were in circulation in the coastal 

region of Andhradej5a after its conquest by Ulugh 

Khan. Thus it becomes clear that the whole of the 
Andhrade&a with its , component regions ofTelingana, 

Rayalasima and the coastal area e^megj&deE the,M«s- 

lim rule almost within a single year after the fall of 
W^rangah- ’ • 

2; Muslim administrative arrangementsAfter 

the conquest. Ulugh Khan stayed in Telingana to con¬ 
solidate his conquests and organise the administration. 
He appointed Maliks, Amirs and other officers of state 

and stationed military garrisons in strategic centres*0. 
Ulugh Khan was summoned to the court by his father 
when he was determined to invade Laknauti in Bengal. 

50. M. Somakakhara Sanaa • A forgotten chapter of Andhra History, 

p. 17. Footnote 30. 

do. Tabaquat-i-Akbari Vol* I p. 209. 
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So on the eve of his departure for Delhi, Ulugh Khan 
entrusted the administration of Telingana in all pro¬ 

bability to Malik Burhan-Uddin, the Vazier of Daula- 

tabad (i.e. Devagiri). Hindu as well as Muslim sources 

show that the Muslim rule of Telingana was oppressive 

and tyrannical and the people were groaning under 

hardships. 

3. The effects of the Muslim rule:- (a) The pli¬ 
ght of Andhrade^a:- The pitiable condition of the 

country consequent on the adverse effects of the Muslim 

rule is graphically described in the contemporary 
account in the Vilasa grant'1 of Musunhri Kapaya 

Nayaka* It says “in a hundred sinful ways, the rich 

were tortured for the sake of money. Merely on behol¬ 
ding the Paraslkars (Muslims) some abandoned their 

lives, Brahmins were disallowed to perform their religi¬ 

ons rites and rituals. Temples were destroyed and 
idols were desecreted and broken. All the agraharas, 

which had long been in the enjoyment fo the most 
learned, were taken away. Forcibly deprived of the 
fruits of their cultivation, the husbandmen, both the 
rich and the poor/got ruined. In that great calamity, 

people could not regard their money, wives and other 

earthly belongings as their own. The wietched Yavanas 
(Muslims) revelled always in drinking wine, eating 

cow’s flesh, sporting in amour and killing the Brahmins. 
When such is the case how could the world of living 

beings exist? Situated as the country was without the 

possibility of saviour being conceived even in imagina¬ 
tion, the land of Tilinga, tormented in this way by 

6x# Epigrapliia Indies Vt>l* 3^ pp. ajp—1— 
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those Yavana warriors who were exactly like Raksha- 
sas, was in flames like a forest surrounded by wild 

fire.'*” 

This is a true picture of the state of the country: 

it is neither exaggerated nor false. The oppressive 

nature of the Muslim rule was the consequence of the 

religious fanaticism and intolerance of the conquerors- 

Their iconoclastic zeal goaded them to the destruction 

of Hindu temples whereas their Islamic zeal turned 
them into builders of mosques on their ruins and with 

their materials. For example, as for the mosque at 

Rajahmundry, in the words of Alexander Rea, ‘ ’this is 

one of the oldest of the Muhammadan mosques in the 
Persidency (Madras) having been built in A.D. 1324 

by Muhammad Tughlak Shah who after capturing the 

fort at Kondapalli after six months’ continuous trouble 

entered a temple here and after massacring some ©f the 
officiating Brahmin priests had this mosque built on the 

ruins of the desolated pagoda and bagan to establish 

Muhammadan worship there. The mam doofwuyof 
finely carved black stone with inscriptions'? in Persiaas| 
Hindustani and Arabic belonged1*© the Hindu temple^ 

The small Hindu figures of Dv&ra patakas have been 
chiselled off the lower niches on each side of the door, 

thus leaving the floral ornament only untouched. The 
pillars in front pOrtico are all Parts of the Hindu 

temple as also the inside of the covering. The tank 
reservoir in the interior was once the sanctum of the 

Hindu temple over which the mosque has been built. 
The great portico just behind this where Muhammadan 

62. M. Somasekhara Sarma : A Forgotten chapter of Andhra history, 

pp. 20-21 and Appendix No. i pp. ioo—no. 
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worship is now being held, also has some ornamental 

granite pillars of the Hindu temple with the rest in 
Hindu style. This is a good example of a Hindu tem¬ 

ple which retains its original features and has been 

converted into a Muhammadan mosque. The entrance 

to the stone roofed verandh in the east with massive' 

stone Hindu piers has cracks on side walls. The 

main park of the mosque stands at the west end of the 

court. It has an arcade of seven pointed arches in front 
and two longitudinal rows of Hindu pillars inside”.*3 
Though this account may not be fully accurate, it 

is definite that Muhammad Bin Tughiak converted an 

important Hindu temple into a mosque to signify the 

victory of the Muslims over the Hindus. Hindu tradi¬ 

tional accounts state that it was originally the temple of 
Venugopalaswami built by an Eastern Chalukyan 

emperor of Vengi. Hindu epigraphs at Ellore and Bik- 

kavole attest that the mosques there were originally 
Hindu temples. It is obvious that several Hindu struc¬ 

tures in Telingana, and less in number in the coastal 
area, raised by the Chalukyas of Vengi and the Kaka- 
tiyas suffered similar fate. As the Vilasa grant says, it 

is natural that the Muslims who suffered reverses as 
many as seven times in the hands of the Hindus of Tel¬ 
ingana adopted ruthlessness, oppression and vengeance 

as their motto and creed. 

(b) Agriculture:- As the heavy taxation in the 

Gangetic Doab told heavily on the people, and goaded 

the rich to rebel and hit hard the cultivator, as attes- 

63, AnnyaJ Report pp Areh^eglpjp. $quth$p» fireje Jpio 11 pp.r8-i£. 
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ted by Jai-Uddin- Baraili, the condition in Telingana 

consequent on the heavy taxation imposed by Muham¬ 
mad Bin Tughlak, would have been no better. The 

statements in the Vilasa grant regarding ryots and 

agriculture prove this bare truth. The collection of 

cesses was so rigorous that lands were ruined, people 
were reduced to penury and the rich became rebels. 

(c) Discontentment and misery: -Discontentment and 

distress prevailed everywhere in Andhradesa It appea¬ 
red as though Adharma driven out by Prataparudra, 

took refuge with the Yavanas and returned with them 

after his death .The people could no longer bear the 

oppressive and tyrannical regime of the Muslim amirs 
and other officers. As the powerful kingdoms and thei-r 

dynasties had crumbled down due to recurrent Muslim 
invasions, no member of any ancient royal family could 

dare take up the cause of the Hindus and their religion 
and save the country from the Muslim menace* 

4. The new leadership^ {a) The beginnings:- 
The several generals, ministers and officers of Pra- 
taparudFa were either killed in the struggles with the 

Muslims or taken prisoners in the battlefield e.g. Kattu 
Dr Kannu, a man of high position in Telingana of 
.vhich he was native, taken captive in the war, earned 
ais liberty by embracing Islamic faith, changing the 

mine to Maqbul; by his loyal service cought the atten- 
:ion of Muhammad Bin Tughlak and was bestowed 

vith many favours and finally the position of Deputy 

4. Elliot and Dawson : A history of India as told by jt$ own hi sto¬ 

ma Vp}. HI p. 235. 
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ted by Jai-Uddin- Barani, the- condition in Telingana 

consequent on the heavy taxation imposed by Muham¬ 
mad Bin Tughlak, would have been no better. The 
statements in the Vilasa grant regarding ryots and 

agriculture prove this bare truth. The collection of 
cesses was so rigorous that lands were ruined, people 
were reduced to penury and the rich became rebels. 

(c) Discontentment and misery:-Discontentment and 
distress prevailed everywhere in Andhradesa It appea¬ 
red as though Adharma driven out by Prataparudra, 

took refuge with the Yavanas and returned with them 
after his death .The people could no longer bear the 
oppressive and tyrannical regime of the Muslim amirs 
and other officers. As the powerful kingdoms and their 
dynasties had crumbled down due to recurrent Muslim 
invasions, no member of any ancient royal family could 
dare take up the cause of the Hindus and their religion 
and save the country from the Muslim menace* 

4. The new leadership:- (a) The beginnings:- 

The several generals, ministers and officers of Pra¬ 
taparudra were either killed in the struggles with the 

Muslims or taken prisoners in the battlefield e.g. Kattu 

or Kannu, a man of high position in Telingana of 
which he was native, taken captive in the war, earned 

his liberty by embracing Islamic faith, changing the 
name to h^aqbul; by his loyal service cought the atten¬ 

tion of Muhammad Bin Tughlak and was bestowed 

with many favours and finally the position of Deputy 

64. Elliot and Dawson : A history of India as told by its Qvyn histo- 
n : t -i.. . j, ■, 

r£&o Yp}. Ill p. 233. 
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Wazir of Delhi*5. Only three eminent generals of Pra- 
taparudra, namely Ariyeti Anna Mantri, Kolani Rudra- 
deva and Recharla Singama Nayaka survived. 

(b) Ariyeti Annamantri :-Formerly the Gajasahini 
(i.e. commander of Elephant Forces) of Prataparudra, 

Annamantri had a large role in the destruction of the 

Muslim forces. His title, a veritable fire in annihilating 
the Yavanas attests this, whereas the other title, nam¬ 

ely establisher of the throne of Adyaksha of the An¬ 
dhra country is significant. Anna is said to have 

received from Kolani P rataparudra, the village of 
Aredu as an agrahara at the time of the splar eclipse.** 

Thereafter his family bore the surname Ariyeti, where¬ 
as subsequently in the time of Kumaragiri, a descend¬ 

ant of Anna mantri was appointed the governor of 

Bendapudi. Since than the family name was changed 

as Bendapudi. - 

(c) Kolani Prataparudra *-A powerful commander 
of Prataparudra, hjsf ancestry is-known from the reli¬ 

gious worh $ivayogasara by Kolani Ganapatideva, a 

great grandson of the commander’s [brother Kolani 
Rudradeva. These Kolani chieftains were in fhe 

service of; the KS^ai|yas. As the progenitor was 

Nanna Gau£ayaf ; his two sons namely Pedamalja and 
Pinamalla were in the service of Rudradeva, son of 
Prola It. Of these Pedamalla had two sons Soma and 

Pedaganna. Soma Was the minister $ Gagapati and 

rujed the country to the east of Warangal and cbnque- 

(55. Sfaadisi and DaWson : A history «( India as toM 

by its 0#ri feisioiiaai Vlfl. Ill p$. ' - 

/ ... , ' — ■ , 4 ” -> 

66. Srfnatha : Bhimlsvara PurSija. Canto I, verse 49• 

(8) 
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red southern Kajinga; He conquered the Telugu chief¬ 
tains of Kolanuvldu or Sarasipura and thereafter came 

to be known as Kolani Somamantri and Kolani be¬ 

came the family name of his descendants. Kolani 
Rudra, a grandson of Soma mantri, and contemporary 

of Ariyeti Annaya was the superintendent of the 
seventy-two fortresses in the kingdom of Prataparudia. 

He was an active participant in the expedition to 

KSrichi and defeated there in battle Vira iSekhara 
(Kulagekhara) and Sundara Pandya (Jatavarman) 
Vikrama Pandya and Vallabha Pandya. Kolatni Rudra 

was in charge of several forts such Rs Chebrole, Pad- 
minipura, Devapura, Enaniadala, Podilr, Pbiacherfa, 
Aduru, Nujella, Suravaram, Rajahmdhdry, Samalkofca, 

Pithapuram, BddeSikurru and Bengapfidi*’ 
amagulur inscriptidb '(A.D. I326’) recording a gift’for 

Idle merit of PratSparudra proves his survival after the 

fall of the Kakatiya Empire. 

(d) Recharla Singaya Nayaka :-A younger con¬ 

temporary of Prataparudra, Singaya was the son of 

Erjradacha Nayaka, a descendant of Chewi Re^li (alias 
Beti Reddi) of Anumanagallu. His ancestry is known 
from the Velugotivari Vam^avaji, a chronicle of the 

Recharla chiefs, besides several inscriptions. This 
'family was in the service of the Kakatiyas. By their 
loyalty .and devotion to the throne, these chieftains 

secured many favours from the Kakatiya monarchs and 
rb&e tb‘ eminent positions in the state. Some" of them 

:oi l . ' ■ ■ , » i '' ■ -i • 

fa ...V,. Yasoda • The history of Aj>$J»ragiga; ,-,(4.,©. ^ojj^ajooj— 

Sutwdi'ry dynartiea—Jouraal oi% Andhra Historical, Research 

Society Vol. XX p. 151. 
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as generals in the Kakatiya army, won distinction in 
several battles and wielded political power. Erradacha 

Nayaka accompanied Muppidi Nay aka in the expedit¬ 
ion to Kan chi against the Faniyas and by his victory 

over them earned the title Panchapandyadalavibhala. 
It is mentioned that he constructed a man^ala with 

arrows and on the dais of the elephants made an offer¬ 
ing of the pride of the Panctyan king in the homa fire 

of his valour and accepted the hand of the bride called 

victory68. Erradacha’s son Singaya Nayaka followed 
his father to Kanchi and had an active role in the war 
with Pandyas. 

(e) A new generation of leaders in the making 

The veteran generals and administrators could enth¬ 

use and rouse the younger nobles and chieftains to 
champion the cause of the Hindus and move for lib¬ 
erating the couhtry from the Muslim yoke. The 

people were in search of' a powerful lead dr who Could 

unite the discontented forces of disruption and lead a 
rebellion to topple down foreign rule. Kolani Rudra 

with Annamantri brought together the descendants of 
ancient Mahasamantas, and mandalikas among whom 

wete Musunuri Prolaya Nayaka, Koppula Pro lay a 
Nayaka, Prolaya Vema Reddi of Addanki, Recba'rla 
Singama Nayaka'and Manchikonda Ganapati Nayaka. 
It was mostly c&rifetieracy of the nobles of the coastal 

region with the avowed purpose of resetting' the coun¬ 

try froth the Muslim; ^domination; ^d re—establish 
IflhcftrDhtsirma and guard it.6® 1 
• - ; ,'i .■/ -T*-': 1/. f*iou;■■■;■/;r-a *•; jt;:" 

Annual Report on Archaeology, Hyderabad, 1933-34. 

Appendix Va^apalle inscription. 
■ V l - W* A'i'll. 1? y 

Kaluvacheru grant of Anitalli—Bharati vol. 21 No. 6 p. 553. 
• r- ; *<'■ ?r* A A ,r- 
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ration and secret assistance from the people. Thus 
young nobles in Andhra under the lead of veteran 
generals were determined to fight for their religion and 

liberty and their successful efforts inculcated a new 

spirit in the minds of the elite and common people, 
infused fresh hope and inspired them with undaunted 
courage to face the enemy in their subsequent battles. 

The Vilasa and Prolavaram grants’3 attest the_ fresh 

spirit that pervaded through the minds of the Andhra 

people. 

6. Measures adopted by Prolayanayaka :— The 

Vilasa grant says that Prolaya Nayaka freed the coun¬ 
try of Tilinga from the Muslim domination. “That 

king Prola of the Musunuri family destroyed the opp¬ 
ressive supremacy of the Yavanas by the unrestrained 
strength of his arm which- supported the V%va’{World). 
Did'his name becodie a niantra to eiefciseviBe 'Yava¬ 

nas? Because by hearing ' it!:j^^%P^ i -rq)4aAJed,1thbse 
despicable Yavanas abandoned5 and disippeii^ 
red firomevery quarter. nJusrt aa‘ tbe ’j people afflicted 
by‘suikmer heat resort fo therbodl waters of a lake. 

those that were harassed by the Yavanas took refuge 
under that powerful king Prola. The very people who' 
were siibjected fdriner^y td constant harassment by the 

death; verily the strength accr- 

ttfi^'fr<ffi<flFt^n1.e.'pTo^ectidii'or shelter is of great 
bdns<^j86hcfela1liarftiil:way ifi! the mighty Yavana world, 

^!,l^lfecP^ltaf,fila^j^eii'wa^ii>St during the severe- 
»uvil*isin3w» nfl? .irn , l ‘""s : •'‘S'-m- 

-f>qoo:> util sutut/ -hIt <r;i' .. ’S.'-i/i 

73. Epigraphia Indica Vol. XXXII pp. 239-26$; BhSrati Vol. XI 

74. Epigraphia Indica Vol. XXXII pp. 239—268. 
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■ (a) Has Prolaya Nayaka freed the entire Andhra- 

dgSa from Muslim yokeAmong the four_ broad 

regions in Andhrade4a namely, (1) Western Andhra 
(2) Eastern Andhra i.e. Telingana (3) Coastal Andhra 
(*) Kalinga Andhra, Western Andhra was under the 

KSkatlyas until A.D. 1323. For the Kaifiyat of Gandi- 

kota 75 refers to an inscription (A.D. 1322) of Gonkaya 
Reddi. It came under the Muslim rule after A.D. 1323 
and remained with the Muslims until the revolt of 
Araviti Somadevaraja; This chieftain, after some years 
overthrew the authority of Delhi and freed it from 

Muslim yoke. So Prolaya Nayaka had no share in the 

emancipation of Rayalasima from the Muslim rule. 

As for Telingana, it was Hot recognised by the 

Hindus at an early date according to Muslim writers. 

According to Ferishta7* it was under the Muslim rule 
dll the reconquest of Warangal by the Hindtis'ih A.D. 
1344 (H 744). and that \Vas by Kapaya Nayak, that is 
Kanya Naik of Barani and Krishna Nayak of Ferishta. 

‘ So it was the Coastal regfofc^hich secured freedom 

from the Muslim rule %'Prolaya Nayaka. This is 

attested by incriptions of Hindu chieftains after A.D. 
1323' (Saka 1249). Prolaya Nayak achieved this eviden¬ 
tly after 10th September, A.D. 1324 - the date of the 

idsdfiptioh of Ghiyasuddin Tughlak in the’ mosque at 

Rtyahmtrhtiry. " : 4 ' " ; 1 
In ,n:j■ ■; y,-';::,;: um f'ti.o; firm*)-" ^ ^ ^ 

U? JB ‘M.i’tr. 4 V Thor. -Kquo-.n :• ■ 
75. G. P. Brown : Local records—VoL 15 P* 55* ..... 

!garnet id 

India—Vol. I pp. 426—27. ‘ ' • • • 
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(b) the various stages in the reeonquest of the coastal 

region:- The war of liberation lasted for over a year 

from A.D. 1325 to 1326. Probably the confederates 
were waiting for proper time to emerge .from moun¬ 
tain fastnesses and start attack on . the Muslim 
armies. The opportunity occured when Ghiyasuddin 

died.in February—March 1325, after his return from 
Bengal expedition and Ulugh Khan was preoccupied 
with affairs nearer home and could not attend to the 

south. Now the confederates detached the Muslim 

armies in the important centres, inflicted a series of 
defeats on them, reconquered the coastal region and 

re-established Hindu supremacy. 

1. The first stage jo the campaign is suggested by 
the Mallavaram epigraph (A.D.1325) of Pfolaya Verqq 
Iteddi.7’ It is the first Hindu record ju the qpastaf area 

after the fall of Waxangal? It describe^ Verna as the 
very Agastya to the €$ean, that the Mleohcbas. 

2. The second stage is, indicated by the Santamagu- 

Jur inscription (A-P..l^2fi) of |Lalanj Rudra18. The 
dopop is mentioned as Mahapradhani of Prataparudra 

aa^ the inscription attest? to the devotion of the Hindu? 
to Prataparudra, References in the Vilasa and Kalu- 
yachgru grants show how the name of Prataparudra 
yyas cheri?hed wph devotion and love by the people 
Probably the confederates inspired confidence in the 
people by appeal to their sentiments reminding them of 
the glory of Prataparudra and the Kakatiya Empire to 

71-. Chatty : Iij*crip|ic*iu Dist„ 

rict—VoL III Ongole 73. ^ -1^ d 

78. A. It. B. 308 of 1915. 
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;awaken in them loyalty, devotion and religious 
favour to attack the Muslims and win liberty of their 

land. The two records show that by these dates the 

Hindus had delivered the seaboard from the Muslim 
‘rule. This conclusion is further supported by numisma¬ 

tic evidence. For the latest date79 on the coins of 

■Qhiyasuddin Tughlak in the coastal region is A.D.1326 
(AH.726). jDuring that year (in spring) the Hindus re¬ 

established their suzerainty in this region- ^rinatha8® 

States that Kolani Prataparudra granted the village 
.Aredu (West Godavari District) asagrahara to Bendap- 
u^i Annayamantri at the time of the solar eclipse 

identical with the eclipse mentioned in the Santamagu- 
lur inscription. These two pieces of evidence show that 
-under the guidance of Kolani Rudradeva the liberation 

movement had started_ai}fl that he made Prolaya 

hfayaka the leader, and Aredu was granted to Annaya 

in appreciation gf hit services in the war. The title 
Andhrabhtimandaladhyaksha simhasana sampratishta- 
charya (the establisher gf th,e throne of the superinten¬ 

dent of the Andhra country) refers not to Prataparudra 

but the leader of the confederacy and the role of Anna 
Mantri in the liheratign movement. So Rudra and 
Anna had a large role in bringing about, collaboration 
with others in the achievement of Hindu independence. 
As nQreoords ofKofani Rudra areheard ofafiter A.D. 

1^6, perhaps hedled in tba$ ifem m fnU slaiisfac-. 
4 i i . " ' ■ J „ \ tf, J 

n’i :: chapter of/fitdhra Historyf 

p« 17; footnote 39. 

*80. Bhimciwara Parana; canto I; verse 49. • fe. 1 

; 3 1 Z/ >' foV ri. i r '* 
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Prolaya Nayaka as ruler:- Prolaya Nayaka* 

after the death1 of Kolani Rudradeva ruled the coastal 
Andhrade^a as an independent monarch, whereas the 

other chiefs and nobles also co-operated with him 
and ruled as subordinates in their territories either 

hereditary or assigned to them by Prolayanayaka, e.g. 
Prolaya Vema Reddi with capital at Addanki.81 Prolaya. 

Nayaka, the first acknowledged ruler of Andhra deSa 
after Prataparudra ruled the Godavari-Krishna region 

with capital at Rekapalli near the Malyavanta mounr 
tain8*, a range of the Eastern Ghats. This was the base- 

of operation of confederates before and during their 
fight with the hfuslinis. The Vilasa grant says that 

Prolaya Nayaka destroyed the Yavana power by irresis- 
table strength of arms. About his. kchievements it says 
that he restored to Brahmins*theiragraharas which were- 

granted to them by former kings but forcibly taken- 

a why from them by those wrongful doers (Turushkas); 

the farmers gave hiifi with pleasure5 that portion of the 
prdduce of their husbandry declared as dufe' to king 

by law, just as ascetics gave '1/6th of the* share of the- 

fruits of their thpas'(penance)88. Whatever wai* undone 
by the baraislkas was restored to its* fdi’meir 'order by 
that mighty'king! * , . ;,: 

(d| The succession:- Probably lh>©l ayai Nayaka1 had: 

no- diHiren^ he entrusted (fee kingdom t®> ^histjcousm 
Kapaya Nayaka and others during his life time and 

chapter IV. 

**• VoL 21 No- ,-i «>«•> .c*. 
S3, $pigi*fikta Indka VoL XXXII; pp. 339-268. 
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devoted himself to the pursuit of acquisition of 

religious merit. Prolaya Nayaka’s reign was very 

short, for a general of that stautre would not have 
rested without freeing the country above the 

Eastern Ghats form Muslim rule, if he had lived longer, 
That cherished ambition was achieved by Kapaya 

Nayaka his successor.Prolayanayaka’s death was about 
A.D.13+0. 

(e) Musunuri Kapaya Nayaka:- I. Early life.* 
Kapaya Nayaka was a cousin of Prolaya Nayaka, as his 

father Devaya Nayaka was a brother of Pochaya 

Nayaka, the father of Prolaya Nayaka8*. He had his 
training in statesmanship, warfare and administration 
under Prolaya Nayaka, who charged him with the task 

of liberating Teliugana i.ef. Andhra country lying to 

the west of the Eastern ghats. ®5. Hence the sole and 
holy aim of Kapaya Nayaka, was to regain Telingana 

from the Mu&lim§(and hoist aloft the Hindu flagof 
independence on the, : fort of WarangaJ. Further, he 

started by securing the active support of neighbour¬ 
ing princes, raise the standard of general revolt and 

concert measures to free the 4©ustry from the Muslim 

yektu v> , >n . ■■ i- 

unh:?’ ' Th' access of 
P^^a Nayaka. m,the,Poast^J.,pi[pa against the Muslims, 
wf^ the signaler therr|se^/cjf repe^ions in other parts 

Gur* 

T^lif^TTFrr-7TT7T7M~^nimi ni !mi-, \ 
84. PrOlavaram (or GurajaJ inscription of Kapaya Nayaka-Bharati 

Vol. XI (193+) part I pp. 939—95^" 

M. S. Sum.: VSL viif?& ((.«.) 
No. 6 pp. 966—982. 
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«hasp, the governor of Sagar refused payment of tribi 
to Muhammad Bin Tnghlak. He brought under 1 
control several nobles of his province and with th< 
support at the end of 1326-27 attacked the neighboi 
ring chiefs loyal tp the Sultan. Thus provoked, the Si 
tan, to chastise him, sent Khwaja Jahan who defeat* 
the forces of Bahauddin at Devagiri. Bahauddin fled 
Sagar and thence to Kampili. Now Muhammad ari 
ved at Devagiri and sent forces to Kampili which sufl 
red reverses twice. Finally, as a result of this rebellic 
the kingdom, of Kampili was destroyed in A.D. 1327—1 
.and a Muslim governor was appointed over it. After 
stay for two years at Devagiri, Muhammad left f< 
Delhi. 

' Naturally, the Sultan** departure from Deccan w; 
the signal for the outbreak of disorders in it. The stai 
of the country at that stage was described by Nuniz, tt 
fortuguese chronicler in the following terms86: Mali 
Naby was the governor. The people who had escape 
to the jnountains weaned the loyalists towards them an 
had taken oaths of fealty for their towns and village: 
irose against him, besieged the governor in the fortres 
allowed no provisions, and did not pay him taxe 
Naby, surrounded on all sides sent message to the Sul 
tan to $be effect that all the land had ris^n again: 
him, how everyone wfai lord of what he pl&i&ld and n 

was bp his sidev QbvioUsly lei*d<P4 'tfp the risin 
wefe the ’Shdhras and ho dbdbtJKlphyd N%aka ha* 
important-hapd In this rising'as well. ‘ Telugu literar 

*' . jiY>? lo itJatiii >* -t; :u. t s kf$1 
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sources37 attest- the" Capture of a Muslim ruler, possibly 
a subordinate of MaMmmad Bin Tughlak and capture 
of seven forts in a single day, most of them located in 
the vidinity of the Tungabhadra and the Krishna. 
These conquests were sometime between A.D. 1327-28 
to 1336 and in these campaigns the Kosigi chiefs88 and 
possibly Prolaya Vema89 helped him. 

r Kapaya Nay aka could get the support of Hoysala 
Ballala III in opposing Muhammad Bid Tughlak. 
Harihara si&d Bukka who were sent to rule Kampili as 
deputies of Muhammad Bin Tughlak were mentioned 
as the relatives of KIpaya Nayak. Subsequently their 
defiance of his authority coincided in time with the- 
rebellion of Kapaya Nayaka at Warangal. “...A revolt 
broke out among the Hindus at Arangal. Kanya Naik. 
had gathered strength in the country. Malik Makbul, 
the Naib Wazir fled to Delhi and the Hindus took pos¬ 
session of Warangal, which was thus entirely lost. About 
the same time, one of the relations of Kanya Naik, 
whom the Sultan had sent to Kanrbala apostosised from- 
Islam and stirred up a revolt.90 So the land of Kambala 
was lost to the Muslims. 

■ ■ ... - , ■ ' - ~ n - • - ■, vT- ya-«— 

87. Ramarajlyatom by Andugurla VeDkatma and Bllahhigavatanm by 

DOnOru KOnerinStha—S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar : Sources of 

Vijayanagar history. 

88. These chiefs claim to have plundered the seven constituents of' 

royalty of Ulugh Khan, probably during his first invasion of 

-• Warangal in A.D. 1321—Mackenzi Manuscripts 15-3—32. 

89. His title RachuridurgavibhaLa—South Indian Inscriptions iToi, VI. 

No. 243. 

90* Bllcot and Dawson , A history of India a* told by it# oWh histo— 

rians Vol. Ill pp. 245-246 Zia Uddin Barani. 
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This Kanya Nayak identical with Kapaya Nayaka 
of Warangal is mentioned by different names by the 
Muslim historians as Kanya Naik (Barani), Krishna 
Naig (Ferishta), Kanyapaik (Nizamuddin), Kanabayard 
(Ali Bin Azizulla). Hindu sources refer to him as Kapa 
Nayandu and Kapauidu, besides Kapaya Nayaka. As 
he was ruling from Warangal as Wali of Telingana in 
A.D. 1346, his acquisition of Telingana from the Mus¬ 
lims was prior to that year. Due to his efforts Balaila 
joined the revolt and so too Harihara and Bukka.91 
This wide-spread rebellion everywhere in the Deccan 
was due to the oppressive rule of Muhammad Bin 
Tughlak e.g. the rigour and severity in the imposition 
and collection of taxes.9' About the same time a fresh 
rebellion started in the south by Syed Jalaluddin Ahsan- 
shah, the governor of Mabar (A.D. 1335).93 When he 
proclaimed independence, Muhammad Shah started 
from Delhi and reached Daulatabad, levied heavy 
impositions on the .people, and, then proceeded to 
Warangal. There due to the spread of [plague in his 
camp, he had to save himself by beating a hasty retreat 
to Daulatabad. 

Thus in Telingana there prevailed famine and 
pestilence, besides chaos and confusion consequent on 
imposition^of new taxes and rigour hi their Collection* 

91. N. Venkataramanayya : Kampili and Vijayanagara (*929) Madras. 

Appendix A (I & II) pp. 34-3S*'1 * ' 
'.U T- • s 1 '(>:■ yr ■ I',1 ffi /; . 

92. Elliot and Dawson : A Jbistosy, of India 4s told fey »$3, Qsyn histo- 

y^}\ W Jj. J Sr rl r/i ilH 

93. H. K* Sherwani and P.M. Joshi (Ed) : History f&i Medieval 

.<■ ^m m:, - ». 
I Mh'iJ 111 JoV 1 
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Now the Sultan realising the impossibility of controll¬ 
ing it in a condition of tumult, through the governor 

of Daulatabad made fresh arrangements for effective 
administration. He divided it into two parts, namely 
eastern Telingana with capital at Warangal and west¬ 

ern Telingana with capital at Bidar. Malig Maqbal 
(Katfcu or Kannu originally of Telingana) was in charge 
of eastern Telingana whereas Shihabi Sultani was in 

charge of Western Telingana. Both these governors 
were to be under the control of the Vazier of Daulata¬ 
bad. At Daulatabad Malik Burhandudin was replaced 

by his son, Qawamuddin (Qutlugh Khan). After 
making there arrangements, Muhammad Bin Tughlak 

returned to Delhi’4. 

Now the time was opportune for Kapaya Nay,aka 
to strike at the roots of the Muslim power in Andhra- 

de£a. He had bpen secretly encouraging spirit of 
revolt among the masses, securing support of neigh¬ 
bouring chiefs and maturing his plans to proclaim 

rebellion. Musirtp, chroniclers describe variously the 

attempts of Kapaya Nay aka in this direction. Accord-, 

ing to Ferishta95 about 774 A.H. (A.D. 1344) Krishna 

Nayak, son of Ladder Dev, who lived in the vicinity of 
Warangal, went to Belal Deo, the powerful king of 
Carnatic and told how that the Muhammadans had 
entered Telingana and Carnatic and had made up their 

minds to exterminate the Hindus. . He.suggested that 

Iswari Prasad : History <©£ the Quaraunah Turks in India 

145—146. 

95. » M. Somasekhara Sarins 

pp. 62-63 and footnote 29 

A^or^tten^o^r 
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\ 

something should be done to avert the crisis. Belal? 

Dev called a meeting of his ministers and after a good 

deal of deliberation decided that leaving his provinces 

in the rear, he should advance to the route of the army 

of Islam and deliver Mabar, Dhorasamudra and 

Kambila. Accordingly Balal Dev founded in moun¬ 

tainous region near the frontier of his kingdom in a 
well fortified place, a city named after his son Sajam 

Raya; it was called Bijan Nagar and later became Bija 
Nagar. Numerous horse and foot were sent under 
Krishna Nayak and Warangal was captured. The 

governor Imadul Mulk fled to Daulatabad. Bela Dev 

and Krishpa Nayak both combined their forces and 
delivered Mabar and Dhorsamundar, which had been 

for years in the past the tributaries of the ruler of 
Carnatic froth the Muslim control. 

In this account Krishna Nayak as the son of 
Prataparudra has no confirmation from other sources. 

Probably in accordance with the prevalent custom, 
among the subordinates of the Kakatlyas and the 
Hoysalas to style themselves as the Sons of the sove¬ 

reigns e.g. Juttaya lenka Gonka Re&ii9', Kapaya 

Nayaka,a subordinate of Prataparudra regarded him- 
jself as his son. He with the co-operation of the Hindu 

inonarchs and local chieftains raised the standard of 
rebellion, and with allied forces attacked Kifalik Maq- 

bal, the Naib Wazir of Telingana. Unable to withstand 

the attack Maqbal fled. Thus endeed the Muslim rule 

in Telingana and Kapaya Nayaka hoisted the flag^of 

96.u A.R it 239 6 t’tgcis: <£#. Br6wd ,LdcalSei6ia*Y61.XIII p. 

3 9- 
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Hindu independence on the fort of Warangal and assu¬ 
med the rulership of AndhradeSa. He bore the title 
Andhrasurathrana and Andhradesadhlsvara. Though 
the news of the rebellion of Tilang reached Muham¬ 
mad Tughlak, he was preoccupied tackling the Hindu 
rebellions in Hindusthan and consequently had no 
leisure to attend to the south. 

About the same time according to Barni97, one of 
the relations of Kanya Nayak. whom the Sultan sent 
to Kambala apostotised from Islam, stirred up a revolt 
and Kampili was lost to the Muslims. Ferishta’s date 
A.D. 13+3-14 for Kapaya’s rebellion is untenable for 
it preceded that of Harihara at Kampili (A.D. 1336). 
Harihara bore all the titles by A.D. 1339, and his 

power was well established by the time of Ibn Batuta’s 
visit to Honavar (A.D. 1342)*8. Kapaya Nay aka’s 

conquest of Warangal falls before A.D. 1339. the date 
of Badami and Atakalagundu inscriptions and after the 
date of Mabar rebellion (AD. 1334 c.) which pre¬ 
ceded the rebellion of the Hindus In Telingana. Ibn 
Batuta says that Muhammad Bin Tughlak started to 
put down the Mabar rebellion and reached Warangal 
in 1335 but due to epidemic he returned immediately 

to Daulatabad, and after his return to that place “the 
provinces rose and anarchy reigned in the country”89. 
So the rebellion of Kapaya Nayaka broke out between 
A.D. 1335 and 1339 most appropriately in A.D. 

1336-37. 

97. Elliot and Dawson : A history of India as told by its own his¬ 

torians Vol. Ill pp. 245-246! 

98. K.A. Nilakantha Sastri: Foreign Notices of South India p. 254.. 

99. K-fA- Nilakantha, Sg$t*i : Foreign notice# of South Ipdia p. 313, 

(9) 



CHAPTER IV 

The reign of Kapaya Nayaka* 

1. Formation of the Kingdom :-Musunuri 
Kapaya Nayaka, after victory, entered triumphantly 

into Warangal. His kingdom comprised of both Telin- 
gana and the coastal area. Kapaya Nayaka strengthe¬ 
ned his position by conferring chiefships and high 
administrative posts upon his relatives, and members 
of his caste who served him with devotion during the 

Liberation Movement. He even entered into marriage 
alliances with some of them. 

(a) He appointed Anavota Nayaka, his cousin 
and son of Raja Nayaka, as the governor of the coastal 
area with capital at Toyyeru; subsequently the capital 
was shifted to Rajamahendravaram on the Godavari. 

This ruler was popularly known as Toyyeti Anavota 
Nayaka.100. 

(b) Muppabhupa, the son of Gurajala Telungu- 
nripa as the governor of Sabbiti rajya with capital at 
Ramagiri.101 The region corresponds to Karimnagar 

District and'its adjacent territory on the southern bank 
of the Godavari in Telingana. The family name 
Gurajala suggests that their original home was Gura¬ 
jala (in Palnad Taluk). Possibly Telugu Nripa mentio- 

roc* Ma^iki Singana , Vasishpa RamayaQ&m Canto I verse 33, 

fqij Singana , Pacjmapura&amu, preface, 
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ned in a Tripurantakam inscription (A.D.1335)102 is 
identical with the father of Muppa. 

(c) Manchikonda103 Kunaya Nayaka with capital 
at Korukonda, 11 miles to the north-north -east of 

Rajahmundry. Kunavaram at the confluence of the 
Godavari and its tributary, the Sabari, is obviously 

after him and indicates the extent of his principality. 
Kunaya Nayaka built the fort of Korukonda104 at the 
instance of Kapaya Nayaka for guarding against in- 

- roads of forest tribal chiefs of mountainous tracts in 
the plains and render military assistance to the gover¬ 
nor of the coastal region. Later on Korukonda 

developed into one of the principal strong-holds on 
the eastern bank of the Godavari. 

(d) Prolaya Vema Red$i ruling Punginadu, the 
terriotory to the south of Krishna with capital at 
Addanki105 on the bank of the Brahmakundi, i e the 

Gundlakamma. Kapaya entered into matrimonial 
alliance with the Manchikonda family by giving his 
sister’s daughter to Mummadi Nayaka, son of Kunaya 
Nayal a.10' 

102. A.R.E. 261 of 1905 ; 

103. SrFrangam plates of Mummadi Nayaka—Epigraphia Indica Vol 

XV pp. 83 ff. 

104. Kaifiyat of Korukonda—C.P. Brown ; Local records. Vol 19 pp. 

96—99, 

105. Kaluvacberu grant of Anitalli—Bhlrati VoL 21 No. 6 pp. ss3 ff. 

pd, Akkalapu^i grant of Singayanayaka (A.D. 1368^—Epigraphia 

Indica Vol XIII pp. 259—275; M. Rama Rao : Inscriptions 

yvndhradesa Y?V P part I ^1968^ E.G, District 
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Kapaya Nayaka by his administrative machinery 

and its efficiency ensured peace and security, and law 
and order in Andhrade^a. To guard against Muslim 

invasions in future, Kapaya Nayaka repaired and for¬ 

tified old forts and occupied strategic positions in 

Telingana and reinforced his forces. 

2. Kapava Nay aka’s conflicts with the Recharla 

princes :-The Recherla Nayaks107 were ruling the tracts 
about Anumanagallu and Pillalamarri as feudatories 

of the Kakatiyas since the time of Ganapatideva. 

Singama Nayaka, the son of Erradacha Nayaka attac¬ 

ked Kapaya Nayaka. Earlier, Singama Nayaka had 

co-operated with Kapaya Nayaka in the war of inde¬ 

pendence (in A.D. 1336-37). But perhaps, now he 

did not like the assumption of supreme control and 
sovereignty over the entire Andhrade^a, and therefore 

would not acknowledge his suzerainty. Some time 
after his conquest of Warangal, Singama Nayaka 

moved his capital to Rajukon^a, i.e. Rajachala com¬ 

paratively more secure, due to its location in mountains 
and built a fort there. It continued subsequently as 

one of the capitals of the Velamas. Singama Nayaka 
was extending his power to the north and south of 

Rajakonda. In the struggle for power and extension 

Singaya Nayaka came into conflict with Kapaya 
Nayaka and the latter suffered a reverse and had to 

flee.108 But his defeat had not spelt any material loss 

to Kapaya Nayaka and soon he extended his authority 
upto Pillalamarri and even further south as attested by 

107. Of Recharla gOtra : Recharla, a village iq Telingana. 

???! NV ycn^tarapaqayyia (Ed^,* Y$l\*£p$ i*5riv*in|Jv%} \ 30; 
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Pillalamarri copper-plate grant109 of A.D. 1357. For, 
this gives Kapaya Nayaka’s title, Anumanagantipura- 

varadhi6vara, that is, lord of the city of Anumanagallu, 
originally borne by Recharla Nayakas. The same 
title is repeated in Kapaya Nayaka’s Ganape^waram 

inscription (A.D. 1346)M°. This title of Kapaya Nayaka 
apparently indicates his victory over Recharla Singama 

Nayaka about A.D. 1346. For, the assumption of the 
titles and insignia of the vanquished by the conqueror 

was a prevalent custom of the day as an indication of 
the supremacy of the latter over the former. Kapaya 

Nayaka established peace and order in the conquered 
area and then started the work of reconstruction. 

3. Kapaya Nayaka’s conflicts with Bahmany 
Sultans:- In Deccan Amlrani-Sadah (i.e. the centuri¬ 
ons) rebelled and in A.D. 1347 Daulatabad fell to them 
and they elected Ismail Mukh Afghan as king. Hearing 

this news, Muhammad Bin Tughlak, then at Broach, 
hastened to Daulatabad; and in the fierce engagement 
between the imperial forces and the insurgent forces, 
the latter were defeated. While Ismail Mukh retired to 
Daulatabad to defend it, Hasan proceeded towards 

Gulburga to harass the imperialists. Muhammad Bin 
Tughlak sent Imadul Mulk Sartez to pursue Hasan and 
himself marched to Daulatabad. But the news of the 

rebellion of Amirani-sadah of Gujrat diverted his 
route to Gujrat leaving a general to conduct the siege 

of Daulatabad. The rebels at Daulatabad proved victor- 

109. A corpus of Inscriptions of Tclingana Districts of H.E.H. Nizam’s 

dominions no. 40 H. 113 ff. 

110. South Indian Inscriptions Vol. IV no. 950. 
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ious and Ismail Mukh sent 5,000 cavalry to assist 

Hasan conferring on him the title of Jafar KhanlU.Now 

Kapaya Nayaka foreseeing that his joining the centuri. 

ons would obviate the the chances of attack on Waran- 

gal by Muhammad Bin Tughlak, sent an army of 1500 

infantry to assist Hasan. 

With reinforcements sent by Ismail Khan and 

kapaya Nayaka, Hasan engaged Imadul Mulk Sartez 

in a battle, killed him, routed his army, proceeded to 

Daulatabad and entered it in triumph as the besiegers 

fled. Ismail Mukh resigned in his favour and Hasan 

t was elected king and ascended the throne in 

A. D. 1347 assuming the title Alauddin Hasan 

Shah Bahamany and thus the Bahamany dynasty 

had originated. This kingdom instead of secur¬ 
ing the integrity of the kingdom of Warangal as expec¬ 

ted by Kapaya Nayaka,proved a source of danger to it. 

For Alauddin Hasan was determined to conquer every 
part of Deccan formerly included in the Tughlak 

Empire. Therefore he commissioned his officer Sikander 
Khan to conquer Telingana. Sikandar Khan invaded 

Kapaya Nayaka’s kingdom most unexpectedly as 

Kapaya Nayaka was considering Alauddin to be his 
ally. As a consequence Kapaya Nayaka was defeated 
and forced to sign a treaty. * • , 

Frishta and Azifc—ullah describe this campaign of 

Alauddin in different ways, though the result namely 

the defeat of Kapaya Nayaka is same according to both. 
— i. » ! 1 . <; , \ir , ^ 

in. J. Briggs: Ferishta—Rise of Mi&^inmadari power in India 

Vol*'!?-; * ,m: Vi c ■ * 
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According to Ferishta112, Alauddin Hasan Shah wrested 
Kaulas with its dependencies from the Raja of Wrangal 
and formed a treaty of alliance with him. Aziz Ullah113 
depicts Sikandar, and Alauddin as being considerate 

to and on friendly terms with Kapaya Nayaka, who 

according to him submitted to him simply on the rece¬ 
ipt of a letter from Muslim general. He says that 
Sikandar Khan after his return (from Bidar and Malk- 
had) sent a letter to Kanabayand who was the Wali 
of Telingana, asking him to send a present of some ele¬ 
phants for the use of his army. When it reached 

Kanabayand, he understood its contents and wrote a 

reply, tendering his submission and sending a written 
treaty to that effect; he also expressed a wish to meet 
him. So Sikandar with a large forced proceeded towards 

Telingana and a meeting between the two took place. 
Kanabayand presented many Valuable offerings, sent 
two elephants and other presents to the king through 
Sikandar Khan. General Sikandar sent elephants to the 
king and conferred royal favours on Kana bayand. This 
author does not mention Kaulas and its dependencies. 
A comparison of the two statements shows that Sikandar 
invaded the kingdom of Warangal, inflicted a defeat 
on Kapaya Nayaka, and compelled him to conclude a 

treaty by ceding the fortress of Kaulas, elephants etc. 
This occured between A.D.I347 and 1351 and definit 

ely prior to the death of Muhammad Bin Tughlak. But 
this treaty did not adversely affect the suzerainty of 
Kapaya N&yaka for thereby he did not acknowledge 

fiz« J. Briggs : Ferishta—Rise of Muhammadan power in India 

Vul. II p. 294. 

113. Indian Antiquary Vol. 28 p. 652. 
i . . 
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the supremacy of Alduddin or paid him tribute. Was 
this in recognition of Kapayanayaka’s help to him pre¬ 

viously! 

After the death of Muhammad Bin Tughlak, 

Alauddin had no fear of an attack from Delhi and 
could concentrate to extend and consolidate his domain. 

He did not allow his neighbour Kapaya Nayaka to 

have mental peace. After a few years, he led another 

invasion against Telingana. According to Ferishta, the 
the Raja of Telingana who had thrown off all fealty 

was treated with generous forbearance on account of the 

assistance he had rendered to the king; he now volunta¬ 
rily agreed to pay the tribute which till then was remit¬ 

ted to the king of Delhi. This shows that till the time 

of the second invasion, Kapaya Nayak was not remitt¬ 
ing any tribute to Alauddin. The Bahmeny Sultan is 

now determined to exact it annually from Kapaya 

Nayaka and hence undertook this invasion. Though 

Ferishta justifies the Sultan’s aggresion saying 
that Kapaya Nayaka threw off fealty, Aziz Ulla simply 

says that Alauddin dasirous of conquering Telingana 
led an invasion to acquire name and fame and issued 

orders to the army to march in that direction; the army 
assembled and marched towards Telingana. He1 sent in 

advance a number of his officers to devastate the coun¬ 
try of the infidels and himself followed behind. For 

nearly a year he travelled through Telingana country 
a#td took possession of the district of Bhonagir, over¬ 

threw idols and temples and instead of them built 
mpsques and public school?. After completion ofthe 

conquest of Telingana. he returned to the capital and 
acted generously to all subjects, and soldiers in the 

Deccan. 
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As for the date of this second invasion, the Pillala- 

marri inscription of Kapaya Nayaka114 (A. D. 135'/, 

June 2) refers to this. It records that Kapaya Nayaka’s 

subordinate Erapota, the governor of Pillalamarri re- 

consecreted the idol of god Erake^vara, descecrated 

and broken by Sultan Alauddin during the invasion, 

for the merit of the sovereign Kapaya Nayaka and his 

parents \numakonda Machaya Nayaka and Rudrasani. 

This ceremony must have taken place at least a few 

months after the restoration of peace in the country 

after the invasion. As Alauddin stayed in Telingana 

for one year, he must have started on this campaign 

about the close of the year A.D. 1355 and remained in 

Telingana in A.D. 1356. This campaign was very 

extensive as he over-ran the Telugu country as far as 

the east coast as is clear from the records of the Reddi 

kings. The invasion of the Yavanas from the west is 

mentioned in the Amaravati inscription of Anavota 

Reddi. During this invasion god Amar&Swara of Dhan- 

yavati also was descecreted by the Muslims as the tem¬ 

ple at Pillalamarri. Hence the Amaravati inscription51* 

records the reconsecretion ceremony of that God by his 

minister Ketaya Vema, who is said to have defeated the 

Muslims, besides the Pedaptidi grant of Komati Vema 

Reddi, son of Macha Reddi directly refers to Alauddin. 

It states that Malla Re^di, the brother of Prolaya 

V§ma Reddi defeated Alauddin in battle.118 

114. A Corpus of* Inscriptions of Telingana Districts of H E. H. 

Nizam’s Dominions no. 4°* 

115, South Indian Inscriptions Vol. VI No. 226. 

lid. V. Yasoda Devi: The Reddis (of Kondavidu and Rajahmundry) 

Appendix. 
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Consequent on Alauddin’s invasions, Kapaya 

Nayaka’s hold on the coastal Andhrade^a became 

weakened. The chieftains in the coastal area had 

become adamant as Kapaya Nayaka was seriously con¬ 

fronted with the danger of the growing power of the 

Bahmany kingdom ever anxious to annex Warangal. 

The latest record of Kapaya Nayaka in the coastal 

region is at Oaksharama dated A D. 1346, recording 

the gift of offerings to Bhlme^wara by his cousin Ana- 

vota Nayaka, son of Rajanayaka"7. Alauddin died on 

January 31, A.D. 1359 and was succeeded by Muham¬ 

mad Shah I, his son and successor. 

Kapaya Nayaka’s relations with the Rayas of Vij- 

ayanagar Kapaya Nayaka, who was determined to 

overthrow the power of the Bahmany kingdom and 

for that purpose sought the alliance of Harihara I of 

Vijayanagar. Harihara I also had lost some territory to 

the north of the Tungabhadra and the Krishna. So 

both Kapaya Nayaka and Harihara realised the danger 

to their political interests in the existence of the Baha- 

many kingdom and thereby to Hindu supremacy in the 

Deccan. They planned and worked together to over¬ 

throw the Bahmany kingdom. But Muhammad Shah 

was a powerful ruler. According to Ferishta,"8 the 

Rajas of Telingana and Vijayanagar instigated the 

Hindu bankers melt all (Bahmany) coins which fell 

into their hands, so that those of the infidels alone could 

be current in Deccan and sent messengers to his court 

117. South Indian Inscriptions Vol. IV No. 950. 

118. J. Briggs: Ferfyhta—Rise of Muhammadan power in India Vol. II 

p. 301. 
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to demand the restitution of territories wrested from 

them by his father, threatening in the case of refusal to 

invade his territory and draw upon him the army of 

the king of Delhi. 

Muhammad Shah sent his ambassadors to their 

courts and detained their messengers in his court for 

one year and a half to gain time to complete arrange¬ 

ments for offensive and defensive purposes. He dem¬ 

anded from them the best elephants laden with jewels. 

Kapayanayaka enraged thereby sent his son Vinayak 

Dev with a large army to capture the fort of Kaulas 

and Bukka I sent a force of 20,000 to assist him.118 To 

counter them, Muhammad Shah sent a large army 

under Bahadur Khan against Vinayak Dev, and himself 

proceeded to attack the Vijayanagar forces. The Mus¬ 

lim armies proved victorious in the fights that followed: 

the country of Vijayanagar was plundered. Vinayak 

Dev was successful in the beginning of the campaign, 

for Bhonagir included in the kingdom of Alauddin 

came under Kapaya Nayaka. But Bahadur finally 

inflicted a defeat on Vinayak Dev who was compelled 

to take refuge in his fief called Velumpafctan ; then he 

proceeded upto the gates of Warangal and forced 

Kapaya Nayaka to seek for peace by offering large 

sums of money, 25 elephants, and many valuable 

jewels. After this, Kapaya Nayaka was not allowed to 

remain in peace for long. 

For, the Sultan Muhammad Shah was provoked 

by the insolent behaviour of Vinayak Dev. It is 

119. W. Haig (Ed) : Cambridge History of India Vol. Ill p. 379. 
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reported that Vinayak Dev forcibly had taken the best 

of horses reserved for Muhammad Shah from a cara¬ 

van of horse dealers on their way to Gulburga, though 

they protested vehemently. The horse dealers after 

their arrival at the capital120 (in (A.D. 1362) made this 

complaint against Vinayak Dev when Muhammad Shah 

found that the best horses suitable for his stables were 

not brought. To avenge this insult to his dignity, 

Muhammad Shah led an expedition against Velum- 

pafctan, the fief of Vinayak Dev with a contingent of 

4,000 cavalry. Muhammad Shah reached Velum- 

patfcan by rapid marches, entered the city and massac¬ 

red the Hindus. Vinayak Dev did not expect this 

expedition and fled to the citadel besieged by the Sul¬ 

tan. In the course of the siege, Vinayak Dev was taken 

prisoner and was asked for explanation. His insolent 

replies made Muhammad Shah so inconsiderate, hau¬ 

ghty and inhuman, that he ordered not only his tongue 

to be cut off but he should be hurled from a high seat 

set up on the ramparts into the fire kindled below. 

Muhammad Shah plundered the city, levied heavy 

contributions on the people, stayed there for some 

time and started on return journey with Vinayak Dev’s 

treasures. These cruel deeds of the Sultan made the 

people to take revenge on him. Hiding during day 

time and coming out of their hiding places during 

nights, they harassed him so much that he ordered his 

men to burn the baggage with the plunder, except 

jewels and gold and to march rapidly to escape from 

their, attacks. Due' to harassment, by the time the 

120. M. Somasekbara Sarnia : A Forgotten Chapter of Andhra History 

Appendix IV. 
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Sultan reached Kaulas, one third of his army was left 

alive and the king himself received a wound in his 

arm. As reinforcements arrived at Kaulas, the rest of 

the Sultan’s journey continued peacefully121. 

The news of the death of his son plunged Kapaya 

Nayaka in sorrow. His sole object was to overthrow 

or subdue the Bahmany kingdom. For this, as the help 

of the Raya of Vijayanagar was not sufficient, in des¬ 

pair he appealed to Firuz Shah Tughlak, the Sultan of 

Delhi. According to Ferishta in the year H. 764, the 

Roy of Tiling plunged in sorrow at the death of his 

son and devastation of his country sent petitions to the 

court of Malik Firuz Shah Barbak, the Emperor of 

Delhi requesting him to order the nobles of Malwa and 

Gujarat to march demanding the restoration of Deccn 

and that he and king of Vijayanagar would be loyal 

to him in wresting that land from the possession of the 

rebels of Daulatabad and pay tribute. But as the in¬ 

vasions of De can and conquest of these parts were not 

auspicious to Emperors of Delhi, the Emperor paid no 

heed to send a reply to the petitions and neglected it. 

Sultan Muhammad to subdue Tiling issued an 

order to his maternal uncle’s son Khan Muhammad 

that he should collect the army of Daulatabad and 

encamp in the ghats above Daulatabad near the tank 

of Qutlugh Khan and should safeguard that frontier 

strictly ; He^ent orders summoning Safdar Khan Sist- 

any and A’ azam Humayun to Court. When they 

arrived with their armies at Hasanabad Gulburga, the 

j2i. J. Briggs: Fciis^a ; $if$ of Muhai$iria4aq power in India: 

Vol. II p. 304, 
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Sultan entrusted the capital to the care of Malik Sai- 

fuddin, started on conquest, arrived by uninteri upted 

march at Kaulas, despatched A’ azam with armies of 

Ahmadabad-Bidar and Mahur and its environs 

towards Golkonda. He appointed Safdar Khan with 

the army ofBerar to march against Warangal and 

followed him in the rear accompanied by Bahadur 

Khan. Meanwhile, the king of Vijayanagar died and 

his brother’s son ascended the throne. The Roy of 

Tiling deprived of help from that side despairing suc¬ 

cess fled to jungles and hills. Muhammad Shah 

remained in Telingana for two years, ravaged and 

laid waste the country. To save his country from still 

further destruction and devastation Kapaya Nayaka 

sued for peace, but his proposals were rejected by the 

Sultan who was determined to crush him completely. 

But due to the intercession of Bahadur Khan a treaty 

was concluded in A.D. 1364—65, according to the terms 

of which Kapaya Nayaka offered 300 elephants and 

250 horses besides the war indemnity of 33 lakhs and 

cession of the hill fort of Golkonda. Golkonda was 

fixed as the boundary between his kingdom and the 

kingdom of Warangal and conjured his successors, as 

the Rajah of Telingana refrained from breaking their 

faith, not to molest them. Kapaya Nayaka presented 

to Muhammad Shah a throne studded with turquoise 

called Takht-i Firuzi, originally prepared as a present 

to Muhammad Bin Tughlak, the Emperor of Delhi.^2 
True to his word, Muhammad Shah never after inva- 

J. Briggs: Fcrishta : Rise Qf Muhammadan Power in India 

Yol. Up. 306, 
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ded Telingana during his reign. Subsequently the 

relations between Kapaya Nayaka and the Bahmanis 

were loyal. 

The last years of Kapaya Nayaka:—While Kapaya 

Nayaka was engrossed in fighting the Bahmanis, the 

Recharla rulers strengthened their power sufficiently to 

defy his authority, Singama Nayaka, in the beginning 

of the reign of Muhammad Shah, extended his king¬ 

dom as far as the Krishna; Ele^varam on the northern 

bank of the river, and some forts123 in the Doab region 

between the Krishna and the Tungabhadra, he occu¬ 

pied. In the Doab area. Singama Nayaka had to mea¬ 

sure swords with the Chalukya princes of the lunar 

race. Possibly these Chajukyas were the descendants of 

and the relatives of the Araviti chiefs, governing the 

forts in the region, appointed subsequent to the con¬ 

quest of Kampili by Somadeva from Malik Naby, its 

governor. Singama, further proceeded with his army 

and laid siege to the fort of Jallipalli121 to liberate his 

brother-in-la w Chintapalli Singama Nayaka 125 impriso¬ 

ned in that fort. Perhaps he was captured by the 

Chajukya princes while fighting with them on behalf of 

his brother-in-law, Singama Nayaka. The Chajukya 

123. Recharla SingabhupSta : Rasaravasudhakara. Introduction. 

*24. In Chintakunta Taluk, Mahbootnagar District. 

125. Fifth in descent from Potuganp Mall an ©^.u of the Paisala family. 

This family one of the 72 Nayak families that served Pratapa- 

rudra had the title?, lords of Chintapallipura and Vallaturipura 
\_ m 

both in Guntur District)—Veturi Prabhakara Sastri ; Chapupa- 

dyamaftimanjari part II, The Ghlpu verse citwl on p. $4 

opt? f? of 4 
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chiefs in Jallipalli despairing success resorted to a stra- 

tegem and brought the assasination of Singama Nayaka 

by Tambala Bommajiyya. Hearing this news, Anavota 

Nayaka and Mada Nayaka, the sons of Singama 

Nayaka proceeded to Jallipalli and stormed it. They 

massacred all the Kahatriyas of the lunar race in the 

fort along with their allies in A.D. 1361 and assumed 

the title Somakulapara^urama. After return from the 

the campaign, Anavoti Nayaka made Rajkonda, his 

capital and well fortifield it by making it impregnable. 

Three inscriptionsI26of his there, dated A.D. 1365, record 

the construction of stone forts by him, besides a reser¬ 

voir called Anapotasamudra, wells and other defences 

of the fort on the hill. Whether Anapota Nayaka assis¬ 

ted Kapaya Nayaka in his wars against the Muslims is 

not known. 

Aware of the growing power of the Velamas, 

Kapaya Nayaka might have tried to exercise his autho¬ 

rity over Anapota Nayaka which obviously enraged 

Anapota Nayaka. For Anapota Nayaka proclaimed 

war on Kapaya Nayaka, and at once marched on War- 

angal with his armies. As Kapaya Nayaka’s resources 

were spent in fighting the Muslims, he was unprepared 

for this turn of events. But he could not tolerate this 

revolt against his supremacy. He personally led his 

army to oppose Anavota Nayaka and a battle took place 

between the two arinies at Bhimavaramiz7 (in Waran- 

gal Taluk) in Kapaya Nayaka suffered a reverse 

and lost his lifltAhavota Nayaka conquered the for- 

126. VelugOpivarivatnracharitra Appendices Nos. 6, 7, 8 pp. 27-29* 

J27. N* Y; VelugQti v§xivam i p. 36. 
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tresses of Tribhuvanagiri (Bhonagir), Orugallu (War- 

angal), Singavaram etc., and became the master of 

Telingana and assumed the titles of Andhrade£adhl&- 

wara, Pratigandabhairava, Tribhuvanlraya Ravu etc. 

Now Warangal lost its prime importance. Pedavedagiri 

Nayaka, son of Anavota’s brother defeated his enemies 

in the vicinity of Warangal;12* this was a phase in the 

Bhimavaram battle. As for the date of the battle, the 

Akkalapudi grant of Singaya Nayaka129 refers to the 

relationship between his elder brother Mummadi 

Nayaka and Andhra Surathraria Kapaya Nayaka, with 

the sole purpose of exhancing the prestige of Singaya 

Nayaka and his brother Mummadi Nayaka. The grant 

suggests that Kapaya Nayaka was alive till A.D. 1366 

the date of the grant. Besides, the Ainavolu inscription 

of Anavota Nayaka says'30 that after returning from a 

successful military campaign Anavota Nayaka made a 

grant of lands to Maiiaradeva at Ainavolu near Waran¬ 

gal on July 19, 1369. This states that Anavota was 

ruling Orugallu, Tribhuvanagiri, Rajakonda and other 

places in the Telugu country. So Anavota’s conquest 

of Kapaya Nayaka and his kingdom falls in A.D. 1368, 

between the dates of Akkalapudi and Ainavolu inscrip¬ 

tions. 

128. N. Venkataramanayva (Ed) ; VlugOjivarii'amjavaji p. 37. 

Pedcivedagiti’s title—Hfeagilanagdrasamipagatravarajany** Vana 

dahanadavar.ala i.e the forest fire that burnt the forest of the 

enemy kings near Ekagilanagarc. 

129. Epigraphia Indica—Vol XIII p. 259. 

130. VelugOpivarivamsacharitra. Appendix No* 4 p. 20, 
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Estimate of Kapaya Nay aka :-Musunuri Kapaya 

Nayaka was a distinguished warrior, illustrious general, 

a great patriot and an eminent ruler in medieval An- 

dhrade£a. An adventurous noble, he was ardently 

devoted to Dharma and religion of the land and his 

cherishing of independence was rendered into action 

in the great revolt against Muhammad Bin Tughlak, in 

Telingana. Throughout his career, Kapaya Nayaka 

preserved the integrity of Telingana and the indepen¬ 

dence of the Hindus which he regained by making 

great sacrifices. But if Kapaya Nayaka and Recharla 

Anavota Nayaka and Mada Nayaka could set aside 

their individual interests and join and work together 

for the maintenance of the supremacy of the Hindus 

and welfare of the mass of Hindu population in Telin¬ 

gana, the history of Andhrade4a subsequently would 

have taken entirely a different turn. Perhaps, there 

would have been no Muslim rule in Andhradega. But 

destiny willed otherwise; the Velamas were irrepressi¬ 

ble ; mighty and brave they refused to acknowledge 

the supremacy of Kapaya Nayaka and co-operate with 

him in fighting the Muslims. In the long run neces¬ 

sarily, they reaped the fruits of their unwise policy of 

not helping Kapaya Nayaka. For, the history of 

Telingana from A.D. 1369 till its annexation to the 

Bahmany kingdom is the history of the Velamas 

struggling for bare existence with the Bahmany Sul¬ 

tans of Gulbarga. 
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End of the Musuntiri dynasty .-Musunuri Kapaya 

Nayaka’s fatal death brings to a close the rule of the 

Musunuri Nayakas over Telingana. Neither his des¬ 

cendants nor other princes of the Musunuri family are 

known. For Toyyeti Anavota Nayaka, a cousin and 

representative of his in the coastal area was killed in 

fighting by Bhaktiraja of the Telugu chodas. 



CHAPTER V 

Society and Culture in Andhradesa 

1. Salient features in the new Kingdoms: 

(a) As in earlier days, in this period as well, 
whenever possible, the capitals of kingdoms and head¬ 
quarters of provinces are found located either on hill 
tops or river-banks e.g. Rekapalle,131 the capital of 
Prolaya Nayaka, on the bank of the Godavari near the 
Malyavanta hill in Eastern Ghats; Korukonda132 of the 
Manchikonda Reddis or Nayakas on a hill eleven miles 
north-north east of Rajahmundry, while Mummadi- 
vidu,'33 a provincial capital was located on the bank of 
the river Pampa, a tributory of the Godavari; Add- 
anki13* of Prolayavema is on the bank of the river 

Gun^lakamma, Ramagiri,133 the capital of Sabbinati* 
rajya is on a hill top; similarly Rfyakonda13" or R^jjjp 

phala of the Velama kingdom is op a hill. 

(b) The origins of the various dynasties :-AU 

the £>udra dynasties, for instance, the Musunuri, the 

Manchikonda, the Koppula, the Velama and the Reddi 

*3*. Vilaia grant of FrSlaya Nayaka*—‘Epigriphi* Iodic* vo). ja 

pp. 339-355. 

*32. South Indian Inscription! Vol. X No, 554. 

133* Epigraphia Indica vol, XIII pp. 259-275. 

134. Epigraphia Indica Vol. VIII No. 3. 

135. Ma^ikisingana: PadmapurS$am. 

N. Ycnkrt^rarnanayya (Ed) ; VcJugo;iv5rivam§ava}if 
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dynasties with confidence and boldness proclaimed 
their ancestry to the fourth caste or Chaturthakula 
hailing from the feet of Vishnu along with the River 

Ganges and both rendered sacred and holy. 

(c) Territorial expansion :-Several of the import¬ 
ant generals who served with implicit faith, Musanuri 
Prolaya Nayaka and Kapaya Nayaka in emancipating 
Andhradesa from Muslim thraldom, subsequently set 
themselves independent in their respective principalities 
e.g. the Reddis,137 the Vela mas, the Koppula Nayaks, 
the Manchikonda Reddis etc. In implementing their 
selfish desires of expanding their kingdoms, these rul¬ 
ers developed mutual conflicts and thereby extended 

their territories at the expense of one another. 

(d) Administrative divisions :-In this age sima 

was a unique territorial division under the Redd is i11 the 
Eastern Andhradesa, while Rajya was a new division 
under the Rayas of Vijayanagar in the western An- 

dhradeSa.1*8. 

(e) Local Government: Once Hindu Dharma 
was re-established in AndhradeSa, local government 

was least affected and interfered with by any major 
changes in the dynasties or their mutual antagonism. 

2. General Conditions:- (a) The Caste systemt- 
Naturally in this period caste system became less rigid 
and more elastic. Consequent on the impact of Islam 

on Hindu Society as well as the earlier movements for 

137. Kaluvacheru grant of Anita 11 i-Bhar ati Vol. 21 No. Sm p. 553. 

138. V. Yasoda Devi : Territorial Divisions in Andhradesa. 
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cation of castes e.g. Viraiaivism,139 Aradhya^ai- 

vism'40 etc. By interdining, inter- 
and intermarriages, attempts were made to 

Pcaste restrictions ^ut not wjth much success. 

%a. ^ *n religious out-look:- The Muslim 
$ocjl0as ^ weakened the ethical structure of Hindu 

° ® y and thereby shaken the consummate devotion 

gioyC c°mmon man in scriptures and efficacy pf reli- 

Hinj ntes Tan<* Ceremonies e g. conversion from 

tr'°j^S^m’ ^0t mer€ty that, but the achieve- 
in tt, ° m ,U ^ePendence brought about a change 
in e 0eata attitude of the 6udras, besides confidencs 

and IT P™wess‘ ^ instilled in them power, strength 
is e J, 'co“ den'x‘ ^ change in the spirit of the times 
strjp., ef„ rom . fact that Dharma 6astras were not 
alloJ/0^ m fhe sense that the 6udras were 
bitejC fstudy ^anskrit-literature, till then a prohi- 

Saj,si !pere t0 t^lerQ' Moreover, their scholarship in 
in e n| ecame 80 Pr°ficient, they started writing works 

the ***.nt on a variety of subjects and also in Telugu, 

re8(i]t^0”a*^an^U^e‘ ^adra predominance has 
seCrjfie ra tae Pre^ereiiCe to Dana or gift over yajna or 

^ce of earlier times. 

UaRe t JT?8* ail<d literature:- Telugu, the lang- 
ovet« ,e ire^0Di and the people gained preference 

ans nt} anSnage of the higher castes and 

*39. 

I4o, 

Yasoda Devi . Social an(j, Economic Structure in Andhradesa 

Q the Rcddi age- Seminar at Mysore—1975 b y I.C.H-R. Delhi. 

Ramanuja andthe Bhakti 

Rurukshetra (1972). 
movement in Andhradesa; conference at 
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aristocrats? Imminent poets such as i&rrapreggada, 

^rinatha and Potana had rendered the Sanskrit classics 

into Telugu probing their individuality as well as the 
personality of their beloved motherland in their immor¬ 

tal works e.g. Andhra Mahabharata, Kasikhandam 

Bhlmakhandam, Andhra Maha bhagavatam etc. Rama- 

yajja was already rendered into Telugu in the reign of 
Prataparudra.141 Sanskrit continued to enjoy royal 

patronage and some of the rulers wrote works *** in 
Sanskrit, e.g. Kumaragiri, Katayavema, Pedakomati- 

vema, Sarvajna Singa. Some of the lay poets in 

Sanskrit were Balasaraswafi, Prakasa Bharatiyogi, 
Vaoiana Bhatta Bapa ete.143 

(d) Art and Architectures In the age after the 
Kakatiyas and priority |Jbe Rayas of Vijayanagar, there 

is dearth of classic examples of Andhra art and archi¬ 
tecture in the from ©f mpnuipents e,g. Temples. The 
successors of the Kakatiyas, namely the IVlusunur 

Nayaks, the Reddis, the Mapchikonda NIyaks, the 
Velamas, Rruya chodas devoted more importance to 
building of oew sh^ines^ and several ma»fcapas an<j. por¬ 

ticos in the eating temples? than raising new temples. 

e.g. Srigfulam,1*4 Trippr|tttahaw, Amar^d* Pra^sha^ 

X4X. 

142. 

Bhaskara RamSyag 
.1 6 

K»» fi „ 

lamayafta.. Raj|gaiiai 

Kumaragiri-Va*antarajiya : Kafayavima—Kumaragirirajlya, 

Peda Komat ivO ma—Sahitya Ghintamajji: Sarvajaa Singa- 
v> ' ■’ ; j ;t ■* 'J'if •*■*■ *■**■*■' 

Ra»5r^avasi«inafca*a»t„::V;v ■ ■ ^ • 

14.3. Author of Voma bhupilacfearitam^ 

144. ■, VirasirOman13tj?a vol 
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rama, Kshirarama, Kumararama. Simhachalam,1*5 
6rlkurmam -etc. Why they resisted from building 
colossal temples in Telingana and coastal Andhradesa, 
might have been due the depletion of their resources in 
fighting often the Muslim invaders. But luckily the 
Rayas of Vijayanagar in Rayalasima vigorously took 
to the building activity of huge temples, lofty gopuras 
popular as Rayagdpurams and huge tanks popular as 
Rayalacheruvus. with characteristic features of Vijaya¬ 
nagar style of architecture and art. 

National festivals:- The Reddis and the Velamas 
gave a fillup to the countrywide celebration of national 
festivals, thus accelerating the growth, development 
and diffusion of Andhra culture in all its facets. 
Whereas previously festivals were confined to temples 
and pilgrims to temples, the Reddis started the celebra¬ 
tion of spring festivals called Vasantotsavas in the 
capitals which gave them the title Vasantaraya. The 
profuse use of camphor in their celebration make the 
rulers take the title Karpuravasantaraya1** e.g. Anavema 
Kumaragiri. These festivals were the occasions for the 
gathering of poets from different parts of the country, 
holding of literary disputations, concerts of music, per¬ 
formances of dance, amusements, atheletic competitions 
etc. On a similar pattern, the Rayas of Vijayanagar 
celebrated the Mafianavami festivals at Vijayanagar. 

145. Anavemanagaru by a subordinate of Anavema-S.I,I. vol VI 

no. 806. 

146. V. Yasoda Devi: Trade and Commerce-Andhra’s Contribution to 

Indian Culture-SiVJ Grientel jinnntd vol {>*■ 103. 
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Besides, the temple festivals on a large scale e.g. 

Tirunallu of Andhra Nayaka at ^rikakulam147 and of 

Virupaksha of Hampi, served the purpose of enlighten- 

ing the common man by the highilights of culture in 
Andhradesa. 



CHAPTER VI 

Conclusion 

In AndhradeSa which had experienced long 
periods of glory with brief interludes of decline in bet¬ 
ween, in the age after the Kakatlyas, the polity, soci¬ 
ety and culture witnessed an epoch of full fledged 
effloressence under the Reddis, the Rayas and the 
Velamas. The glory had become fully embodied in 
expressions and endearing phrases such as Mahitan- 
dhradesa and Mahanlyandhrade6a in contemporary 
literature.14* The glory of the Andhras under the 
Kakatlyas, reminiscent of the splendour of the Andhra 
Satavahana age in its manifold facets found its echoes 
in the Musunuri Nayak, the Re^di and the Raya 
periods and had thus become embedded under subse¬ 
quent rulers in the life and culture of the Andhra race, 
Andhra nation and Andhra nationalism fully blosso¬ 
med. 

*48. V. Yasoda Devi: Mahitandhradesa—JournaJ pf Jndjan History 

yol 45 (Trfypndrmd^ p. 


